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Abstract

Abstract

This thesis is focused on low computational cost algorithms to facilitate the automatic 

indexing and retrieval of digital images. Several techniques are proposed, which can 

be classified into three distinct stages of application; In the first stage, a novel 

approach is proposed to provide a foundation for using genetic algorithms in imaging 

applications. The approach allows itself to be applied readily to any block based 

quantisation problem, including that of JPEG DCT domain information.

The second stage tackles the main problem investigated, that of how to automatically 

index large numbers of images reliably and provide a mechanism to retrieve those 

images. Several methods are proposed, which apply various indexing techniques to 

JPEG images by the extraction of keys directly from the DCT domain. Thus avoiding 

the computationally costly de-compression stage required when applying pixel based 

techniques and serves the creation of index keys from partially-decoded data through 

manipulation of DCT coefficients - to increase speed and improve processing costs. 

The use of neural and genetic techniques to extract and organise DCT coefficients 

renders de-compression unnecessary.

The third stage focuses on image security. Proposed techniques are developed and 

analysed to allow for the inclusion of watermarking and other data. Using these 

techniques, a substantial proportion of non-image data can be stored within the image 

invisibly at little or no extra cost. These allow additional security to be imposed, 

coupling these with the indexing methods; image tracking and change control can be 

implemented with very little overhead.

All the work presented lends itself easily to a number of domains including web 

databases, general storage, diagnosis and secure image tracking. More importantly, 

extensive experimentation and analysis prove that the proposed techniques are faster 

than their counterparts with no loss in the quality of results generated.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Digital Imaging technologies have advanced so much in the last few years that it is no 

longer the case that traditional photographic prints are favoured over digital 

reproductions (jianOli). These advances in technology offer everyone the opportunity 

to capture, modify and distribute images quickly and easily. Digital printing 

technologies can now produce far superior image reconstructions than traditional 

direct-from-film printing (arms02).

The abundance of consumer imaging equipment such as capture devices, scanners and 

digital cameras has created a sudden boom in the number of images stored (redd98). 

Without the cost or burden of photographic film development, users are able to 

capture pictures at unprecedented speed, devoid of any later considerations regarding 

image quality and storage cost. Indeed, with digital capture devices being able to store 

hundreds, if not thousands of images, it is unlikely that the users will be able to even 

perform effective housekeeping on their pictures (brun99).

Initial concerns for users were the ability to store images locally without the worry of 

reaching the storage capacity of their hard drives. As this is not an issue with current 

technologies, users are expressing their creativity in new ways. No longer are users 

just retouching and selectively printing their images. They are placing them on the 

WWW, sending them via email and transmitting them via mobile phones to each 

other. Any technologies that reduce file size while preserving visual quality will help 

ensure quality-of-service for all users by reducing the load on the various networks. 

Unfortunately Bandwidth costs are not improving as quickly as storage costs (idri99).

The proliferation of digital imaging into both the public and business sector is raising 

some concerns. Images can be altered, effectively introducing changes invisible to the 

human eye. Effective means of securing content or at least a means of detecting un 

authorised manipulation is very desirable, especially in areas where sensitive filed 

photographic information is being transferred to digital counterparts (arms02ii).
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Introduction

This research has spawned the initial development of technologies that are able to 

address the issues presented by the growth of digital imaging. In its most basic level a 

system or file format that allows for indexing, security and compression is the ideal 

solution. However the focus of this thesis is placed on the image indexing problem. 

For clarification figure 1.1 illustrates the problems addressed and how they relate to 

each other.

'
'lie Size
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1.2 Background

Recent reductions in the cost of hardware and the introduction of broadband 

technologies have led to much increased storage requirements. The massive increase 

in the use of network technologies, namely the Internet, has allowed users to express 

their ideas, concepts and arts in an unprecedented way - to a global audience. Images, 

diagrams and text remain the most popular means of conveying this information. As 

there is a need to transmit this data quickly and efficiently, compression is necessary 

to facilitate this (due to speed and bandwidth costs). Simply, after compression, image 

data takes up less storage space and requires less bandwidth to be transmitted over 

networks.

Whether the need is to send images over the Internet or squeeze multiple files into a 

single file for backup and storage; image compression and compression in general, are 

the single most important algorithms in use today. It is evident that without such 

techniques: 1) Computers would not have become as popular as they are today; 2) 

Technology would not have advanced as quickly. Early computer technology did not 

provide the storage space necessary to store large files. The inability to store large 

files made it very difficult for imaging and multi media data to progress.

Currently there is a wide array of image compression algorithms available. Each 

algorithm more suited to a particular application. The various types of image 

generated fall into three main groups: photographic (colour and grey scale); artificial 

(Non-photographic); and text (document scans etc).

Early compression technologies relied on coding techniques to eliminate redundancy 

in the lowest form of the data - i.e. bytes and bits. These proved adequate until the 

sizes of images began to increase; indeed they offered compression levels between 10 

and 90 percent on certain images (nels91). However the savings did not prove 

adequate as users soon began to exhaust their limited storage space (nels91).

Moving away from these early statistical and dictionary based compression methods, 

a new technique, lossy compression, entered the arena. Being essentially a digital 

representation of analogue data, images and audio data can be manipulated and
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processed differently to other types of computer data. Standard computer data is that 

which is represented at a low level in the computer architecture. For example, in a 

word processor, each character is represented by a byte of data, which adheres to the 

ANSI standard. Any attempt to try to remove or alter any of the data bits will result in 

data corruption, as apart from using a coding technique, the data is already in its 

rawest form. On the other hand, analogue representations can lose a certain amount of 

information up to a level where the perceived quality of the image is affected. 

Essentially, data can be removed from the image to satisfy a given purpose. For 

example, in terms of Internet use a 75dpi low quality image will suffice. However for 

photographic use at least 300dpi high quality image will be required (e.g. 7.2 Mb for a 

standard 10 by 8 photograph).

In the early 1990s the JPEG compression standard (mitc93) was introduced. The 

CCITT (Comite Consultatif International Telephonique et Telegraphique) and the ISO 

standardisation groups worked actively with industry and academia to introduce a 

standard to encapsulate the requirements of the users and allow for easy interchange 

of graphical data. The standard provides a means for both lossy and loss-less 

compression. However the focus is on the lossy approach, as it provides exceptional 

compression rates for a slight decrease in quality.

DCT
Transformation

    » Coefficient 
Quantisation

   * Lossy /less 
Compression

Figure 1.2 JPEG Compression scheme

The crux of the compression standard is the means by which the original pixel 

information is transformed into a representation that can be quantised more efficiently 

(see figure 1.2). This transformation is the Direct Cosine Transformation (DCT) and 

is part of the more general Fast Fourier signal transformation class. The focus of the 

work involves the 64 DCT coefficients produced for each 8 by 8 image block.

More recent standards such as JPEG2000 (marcOO) have further improved the 

compression to quality ratios and use more advanced transformations. The current 

transformation process is now in the Wavelet domain. This technology is the 

descendant of the tree-based compression algorithms. In addition to being faster to 

implement, it offers better embedding, simpler and more efficient entropy coding and
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requires less memory to operate than the previous tree algorithms. Compared to the 

original JPEG standard it is more computationally expensive. However the facilities, 

quality and compression gains make it an ideal technology for use in the current 

computing environments (chai99).

1.3 Hypothesis

It is highly desirable in terms of speed and computational costs to perform image 

indexing and retrieval in the compressed domain. The exponential growth of digital 

media has prompted the development of faster, more accurate indexing algorithms. 

Successful techniques have the ability to summarise the features of an image into a 

relatively small key. Considering that most images are in the JPEG compressed 

domain it can be hypothesised that any steps to 1) automate indexing and 2) reduce 

the time spent indexing (namely decompression costs) will be of great utility in this 

area. Furthermore, techniques that work not only directly with compressed data but 

also improve security and compression will provide extra benefits at little cost.

Applying more detail to the requirements for successful techniques several objectives 

of the research are highlighted:

  The analysis of current image compression technologies with the aim of 

providing alternatives and augmentations to popular standards (The 

development of new image standards are unrealistic but backwardly 

compatible modifications to current popular compression systems will allow 

users to embrace new technologies with little learning overhead).

  The development of pixel based image indexing techniques that are 

compatible with current indexing systems (Many indexing systems exist that 

operate on uncompressed pixel data. Additional feature extraction algorithms 

will allow these databases to be expanded to use additional keys. These will 

improve retrieval accuracy of such databases without vast modifications to 

their systems).
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  Research into the possibility of image indexing in the compressed domain and 

how compressed features can be used to form viable indexing keys. Any 

means of generating useful keys from compressed data will facilitate vast 

computational savings when dealing with compressed format images (such as 

JPEG).

  Development of technologies to allow users to track the use of their 

copyrighted image over large networks such as the WWW. Current trends 

have made it easy to copy and transmit copyrighted data via the internet. 

Automated indexing and tracking of image data will allow users to ensure that 

their work is not used unlawfully. Commercial image database vendors lose 

significant sums through non-authorised (and not paid for) use of their 

material.

Figure 1.3 illustrates how the above ideas fit together to form a complete system.

Overview
The main content of the thesis is divided into three chapters, Compression, Indexing and Image

Security. These ultimately converge into the design for a complete image indexing and
copyright protection system. The chapters show the development path of the work.

Figure 1.3 Thesis overview and layout
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Chapter 2 Related Work

2. Related Work

This chapter contains a review of relevant literature pertaining current and 

alternative techniques for the compression, indexing and securing of digital images. 

Each technique is presented with a summary of its relative merits and weaknesses as 

discussed in academic literature.

2.1 Compression Technologies

Huffman / Arithmetic

Huffman encoding (huff53) is designed to work best on images that have a lot of 

repetition. The general concept is to represent the most used bytes using fewer bits, 

and the least used bytes using more bits. For example, we may wish to use Huffman 

coding to compress the text in a document. The following illustration shows how we 

would encode the seven letters E, T, O, H, L, P and W:

Table 2.1 Character Frequencies 0 1

Character

E

T

O

H

L

P

W

Occurrence %

35

20

15.5

12.8

10

5

2

I I
P W 

Figure 2.1 Huffman Tree - most frequent letters

have shortest paths 
The letters are ranked on how frequently they occur in the document (Table 2.1). A

search tree can then be constructed, allocating the shortest branches to the most 

frequently used characters (Figure 2.1). From this a new binary code for each letter 

can be constructed, a leftward lying branch denoting a '0' and a rightward branch a 

T (Table 2.2).

Standard ASCII characters are stored in a byte each (0000 0000). When the letters 

(data) are represented this way the storage savings gained through coding are clear.
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Arithmetic encoding is a sophisticated replacement for Huffman encoding. In this 

encoding, sequences of bytes are represented by individual codes (floating point), 

according to their probability of occurrence. This squeezes about another 5-10% of 

compression as compared to Huffman encoding, depending on the image data.

Table 2.2 Huffman Codes

Character

E

T

0

H

L

P

W

Binary Code

00

10

010

Oil

110

1110

1111

Run Length Encoding

RLE is an acronym for Run Length Encoding (nels91). Images frequently contain the 

same character repeated many times in a row. For example, text files use multiple 

spaces to separate sentences, indent paragraphs, format tables & charts, etc. Images 

can also have runs of the same pixel colour. An example of this would be an 

artificially rendered image; the linear background would create very long runs in 

certain areas of the image.

PackBits (as used in TIFF files) is a very popular RLE scheme. The PackBits scheme 

uses a control byte to indicate how the next byte or run of bytes are to be used. The 

high bit in the control byte indicates if the byte following is to be used on its own or 

designates a run of bytes. The lower 7 bits indicate the count of bytes that follow. For 

example, if you have an image with the following values 2,3,2,4,4,4,4,4: The output 

after being compressed would look something like this: +3,2,5,2,-4, 4. The control 

bytes are in bold and the plus or minus indicates the value of the first bit. This 

sequence means three single byte values followed a run of four of the same value.

DCT / Wavelet Transform Based

The most popular image compression is the JPEG technique (iso97). It works by 

transforming blocks of image pixels into a format that can be more easily compressed
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using Huffman coding. One of the key features of JPEG is that the quality of the 

compression can be adjusted according to the requirement of the user. Small decreases 

in quality are barely noticeable yet they offer a massive saving in file size.

JPEG2000 (Iewi92) is a new image-encoding standard that provides a feature set vital 

to many high end and emerging imaging applications. JPEG2000 provides the 

combination of high compression and high image quality that is superior to virtually 

all existing standard encoding techniques (vett95). This high compression and quality 

performance is due to the adaptation of wavelet transforms. Wavelet transforms are 

mathematical formula that represent complex structures in the image, thereby 

compressing an extremely large amount of image data into a relatively small amount 

of compressed data. A wavelet transform maps the original image on a low resolution 

image (top left) and a series of detail images (the rest). The low resolution image is 

obtained by iteratively smoothing the original image. The information lost during this 

process is retained in the detail images. This compression technique allows 

applications to save compressed images with higher compression ratios and better 

image quality as compared to any other software currently in production. Figure 2.2 

illustrates the wavelet transform and the several images obtained from hi-pass and 

low-pass filtering.

Figure 2.2 Wavelets representation of the Lena Picture
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CCITT G3/G4 FAX

Abbreviation of'Comite Consultatif International Telephonique et Telegraphique', an 

organization that sets international communications standards. CCITT, now known as 

ITU (International Telecommunication Union) has defined many important 

standards for data communications, namely the Group 3 and Group 4 fax compression 

protocols (ITU92) following the original analogue technologies Group 1 and Group 2.

Both Group 3 and Group 4 encode the source image line by line as read by fax 

hardware. The difference between the two schemes is in the way the two standards 

handle successive scanlines. In Group 3, each scanline is encoded, and transmitted 

independently, as a set of runs, each representing a number of white or black pixels, 

with white runs alternating with black runs. Every run is encoded using a variable 

number of bits, which can be uniquely identified upon decoding. This means that 

frequently occurring lengths of run may be encoded very efficiently, while infrequent 

ones cause the data to grow. For example, a white run of 3 pixels can be encoded 

using just 2 bits, while a run of 1500 pixels can be encoded in 25. In Group 4, each 

scanline is compared with the previous one. Because of this, vertical features in the 

source image are used to achieve higher compression ratios.
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Figure 2.3 Sample Group 3 FAX output

Figure 2.3 shows a typical fax output. Notice that there are certain artefacts introduced 

by the compression mechanism and scanning hardware. The image is 200 dpi and the 

G3 algorithm gives a 15.5:1 compression ratio.
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2.2 The Vector Quantisation Problem

Scalar Quantisation represents the values of a collection of data by using a fixed 

subset of representative values. For example, if 16-bit values were stored using only 

the eight most significant bits, the result would be an approximation of the original 

data at the expense of precision (chu94). In this case, the fixed subset is all the 16-bit 

numbers divided by 256, i.e. 0, 256, 512...

In Vector Quantisation, individual values are not represented but (usually small) 

arrays of values are. A typical example is a colour map: a colour picture can be 

represented by a 2D array of triplets. These triplets represent the magnitude of the 

Red, Green and Blue (RGB) colour components assigned to each pixel. In most 

pictures, those triplets do not cover the whole RGB space but tend to concentrate in 

certain areas. For example, the picture of a forest will typically have a lot of green. 

Selecting a relatively small subset (typically 256 elements) of representative colours, 

i.e. RGB triplets, and then approximate each triplet by the representative of that small 

set. In case of 256, 1 byte can be used instead of 3 for each pixel. Figure 2.4 shows the 

relationship between blocks within an image, mainly the similarity that occurs.

The same can be applied to any large data set, especially when consecutive points are 

correlated in some way. CELP (Codebook Excited Linear Prediction) speech 

compression algorithms (hard95) produce subsets "codebooks" and use them to 

quantise excitation vectors for linear prediction.

Note that Vector Quantisation, just like Scalar Quantisation, is a lossy compression. 

The basic outline of this approach is:

  Divide the data stream into (ID or 2D square) blocks - vectors

• Find a pattern for each block using a table of codebook.

  Codebook can be dynamically constructed or predefined.

  Each pattern for block is encoded as a lookup value in table

  Compression achieved as data is effectively sub sampled and coded at this 

level.
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Problems arise with the size and granularity of the codebook needed. In order to 

maximise compression the algorithms need to operate on the biggest block size 

possible within processing constraints (e.g. a 4x4 block code holds 4 times more 

information than a 2x2 block code). However, for a fixed codebook size, smaller 

blocks will yield better visual results than large blocks, as they are a more likely 

'photo fit'.

Figure 2.4: Sample of 'Clown' image, showing correlation between similar blocks /
vectors

In image quantisation there are two main approaches that can be used: 1) Define a 

large codebook to cover any image to be compressed and transmit only the quantised 

data, or 2) Adaptively create codebooks for each image and transmit them along with 

the quantised data.
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Considering the case of approach 1) above, it would be necessary to generate a 

general codebook of a size and granularity to fit any image likely to be processed. It is 

possible to achieve good results. However, the size of the codebook would have to be 

so large that the cost of storing the vectors would be larger than the original pixel 

data! To remain competitive the codebook would need to be trimmed to an acceptable 

level. Unfortunately this reduces image quality dramatically.

The second approach works using the principle of 'quality not quantity'. Before an 

attempt to quantise an image is made, it is first analysed to determine the best blocks 

to use in the codebook. The image can then be processed in the usual manner and its 

resultant data and codebook transmitted. This technique can be computationally costly 

as a new codebook has to be generated for each image.

Both approaches have their merits; however they both suffer from one key limitation. 

There is no succinct technique or algorithm to determine the best codebook, the two 

dimensional data contains various imaging properties (shade, colour, texture etc) that 

need to be preserved.

2.3 Indexing Technologies

The media 'explosion' currently being faced not only places great burdens on storage 

systems but also encumbers users. Home computer users are now plagued with the 

same problems facing media companies, they have too many images to store 

efficiently. Sources for these images vary, but generally they are introduced to 

systems via the web, capture devices (scanners) and the most popular - digital 

cameras. The low cost of upkeep of these devices renders the photographs they take 

virtually free, and as a consequence, they are used freely. However this does press the 

requirement to store these images in a logical and referenceable manner. The 

maintenance required on modern media databases to allow efficient indexing and 

retrieval is becoming an ever-increasing burden. An explosion in the content of the 

internet (calvOO), the lowering in costs associated with imaging devices and the digital 

revolution have placed much higher requirements on the storage of graphics and 

video, both in commercial domains and at home. The main focus on research in the
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area is to provide fully automated content based indexing. Moving away from lexicon 

based techniques, systems are attempting to transfer the burden of describing images 

from users and onto the systems that serve them.

2.3.1 Pixel Based Feature Extraction

Indexing images in the pixel domain relies on the low-level colour and intensity 

information offered by the pixels. There are five key features that are primarily used 

to provide this index: colour, texture, shape, sketch and moments (idri99). Of course, 

it is possible to use these in any combination to allow greater control over the returned 

results.

Colour

Colour provides important characteristics about an image. A typical representation of 

colour is in histographic form. A histogram (p) of an image can be described 

mathematically as:

> )=- (1)
n

where i is the colour of a pixel, n; is the number of pixels of colour i, n the total 

number of pixels in the image, i = {0,1,2... ..,k-l} and k is the total number of unique 

colours in the image (jianOl).

For example, pictures of different faces will have similar histograms based on the 

tones of skin present. However a picture of a car will have a relative linear colour 

distribution and have a distinctly different histogram, as illustrated in figure 2.5.

.illlllli.
Figure 2.5 Sample images and their histograms
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Basic colour image indexing and retrieval uses these standard colour histograms. The 

histogram of a user-supplied query is compared to the histograms of images stored in 

the database. The necessary matching process is carried out using a suitable similarity 

metric. A simple similarity metric is a distance function:

(2)

where i represents the colour percentage, k is the total colours, q the query image and 

s the database image.

This metric when applied over the entire database will result in a score for each 

database image. The images can be ranked by this measurement, those of close 

similarity having a smaller distance value. Such a process however can be reduced 

computationally by quantising the colour space, using only dominant histogram 

features or reducing the image resolution. It is also possible to increase the retrieval 

accuracy by generating several histograms for the images, with each histogram 

representing a particular spatial location.

Texture

Considering an image as a mosaic of various different texture regions, indexing and 

retrieval can be performed based on their graphical properties. There are several 

interpretations as to exactly what texture is, but generally the term refers to the 

repetition of texels (beer96). A Texel is a basic texture element, which contains 

several pixels; Figure 2.6 represents texels as 2 by 2 blocks of pixels. If it is 

considered that there is only a finite combination of patterns within a Texel, they can 

then be grouped according to their similarity and produce a histographic 

representation that allows for searching in much the same way as a colour histogram.

Occurrences

.
ffl

Occurrences 

58

12

43

Figure 2.6 Texel frequency example
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Shape

If an image is segmented into regions of similarity, or objects, then shape techniques 

can be applied. Shape indexing attempts to match objects based on their profile and 

physical structure. For retrieval purposes, shape features are classified into two 

groups: local features and global features. Global features describe the shape in terms 

of roundness circularity, eccentricity and central moments. Local features describe 

more precise details such as size, orientation, angle, curvature and boundaries. The 

main problem with shape-based retrieval is the lack of a mathematical definition with 

regards to shape similarity. Hence we must account for the various semantic qualities 

that humans assign to shapes. Figure 2.7 illustrates how simple shapes may be 

extracted from a photographic image.

Figure 2.7 The Lena image and shape extraction process

Sketch

Typically, various filters can be applied to images in order to provide segmentation 

and reveal underlying features such as edges. Edge information can be used to 

perform searches where the user provides an outline of what they would like to see in 

the resultant images. Using various shrinking, flipping, rotation and resizing 

techniques, the user's sketch can be matched to similar features in the images, and 

results can be generated. The main disadvantage of this approach is that it is highly 

dependent on the orientation and scale of the query sketch, thus very computationally 

expensive. However, recent developments in matching algorithms have improved 

considerably the quality obtained by these systems (geveOO, idri99).

Sketch may also be considered very similar to shape. Indeed, using the example above 

a user's line drawing can be rendered into its various constituent shapes and searched. 

This processing can reduce the need to store additional keys as only the shape key 

needs to be processed.
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Moments

If shapes, pixel blocks and coefficient arrays are represented as real-world objects, we 

can apply physics to them. A block of pixels can be considered as a shape made up of 

a non-uniform mass. In this depiction we can calculate values such as its centre of 

mass, various angles and its moment. These can then be used to classify the data 

based on these properties. A lot of research is focusing on moments and how they can 

be of use in imaging applications. The following shows how an image can be divided 

into a number of 8 by 8 blocks and each of these can be assigned an angle relative to 

their centre of mass. Figure 2.8 illustrates how a centre of mass can be obtained, the 

various angles and the frequencies that can be used to index the block.

Centre of Mass

Angle
0-5° 
10-15° 
15-20° 
20-25 ° 
25-30° 
35-40 °

Frequency
12
8
31
32
19
16

0 = angle of COM to horizontal

Figure 2.8 Centre of Mass angle and frequency calculation

In summary, the various techniques to extract and index image data all have their 

benefits and disadvantages. There generally is a trade off between complexity and 

level of abstractness. For example it would be difficult for a user to describe a statistic 

measure such as colour extraction for search, but much easier to draw a shape. 

However, if it is wished that the images inside a database are correlated and organised 

quickly then colour extraction is superior to shape extraction.

2.3.2 Image Database Systems

A number of image indexing systems, both prototype and commercial have been 

developed. What follows describes the most popular of these and their features.

• Acoi - The Acoi database is a Dutch national experimentation platform for 

multimedia storage, indexing and retrieval. The index is geared towards providing 

access to one million still images, hundreds of video sequences, and thousands of
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audio tracks. Its novel plug-in architecture provides the means to subsequently 

index these multimedia objects using feature native extraction algorithms or those 

developed by the partners in various affiliated research projects. Figure 2.9 shows 

how Acoi compares the various features on an image, 

(http: //monetdb .cwi.nl/acoi/)

Figure 2.9 TTze y4c0f database interface

Blobworld - Blobworld is a retrieval system based on blobs. Blobworld 

recognises the nature of images as combinations of objects. Querying and learning 

in Blobworld are supposedly more meaningful than traditional indexing systems 

as it uses simple low-level representations of image features. Basically Blobworld 

transforms a segmented image into a series of coloured blobs of various sizes, 

each representing the most poignant features of an image, Figure 2.10 illustrates 

this user interface, (http://elib.cs.berkeley.edu/photos/blobworld/)

Q_ Huttcapu: ao»wurn Quay

File Ebit Vie He*

ors* (sptionsl):
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Step 2:
A4J»l Un Mvhli talm if yuu'4 lilw. Uvn tli'k -Submit."

Nul Sunumluil Verv Very

ou'.ddethereglouK

Figure 2.10 Blobworld user interface screen
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Candid - Research at Los Alamos National Laboratory has resulted in the 

development of Candid, the Comparison Algorithm for Navigating Digital Image 

Databases. This algorithm facilitates content-based retrieval of digital imagery 

from large databases using a query-by-example facility. The screenshot below 

(Figure 2.11) shows how Candid groups similar images (each point represents a 

different image). (http://www.c3.lanl.gov/~kelly/CANDID/pubs.shtml)

• *.••:v--v ;*• • •• • ••3*

-
***** The CflNDID Camera *****

Figure 2.11 Candid modelling display

Content-Based Image Retrieval for Medical Images - The Purdue Robot Vision 

Lab has designed a human-in-the-loop CBIR system for Medical Images. To pose
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a query to the database, the physician circles one or more pathology bearing 

regions (PER) in the query image. The system then retrieves the n most visually 

similar images from the database using an index comprised of a combination of 

localized features of the PBRs and of the global image. Figure 2.12 shows a scan 

crosssection with the pathology bearing regions marked for evaluation. 

(http://rvl2.ecn.purdue.edu/~cbirdev/)

Eiilur Rnjiun 'l IflllLT lluLubiKl'S

Figure 2.12 Scan cross-section with the pathology bearing regions
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• Image Database Retrieval of Rotated Objects by User Sketch - This image 

retrieval system enables the user to search a greyscale image database intuitively 

by presenting simple sketches. The database contains 120 different isolated 

objects (mostly hand tools) with arbitrary orientation. Each of these images is 

represented by a Hidden Markov Model (HMM), which has been modified in 

order to obtain rotation and scale invariance. Thus, no labelling of the content or 

the rotation angle of the object is needed when adding new images to the database. 

Figure 2.13 shows the sketch on the left with the three closest database matches on 

the right. Notice how the orientation of the shape does not effect the results. 

(http://www.fb9-ti.uni-duisburg.de/demos/imagedb/theory.html)

I
T

/i

Figure 2.13 Retrieval of Rotated Objects by User Sketch
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ImageHunter / WEBimager - This database system is currently indexing a 

number of images on the WWW. A fully featured client is provided which allows 

queries to be made using features such as texture, colour, region of interest and 

user supplied images. Developed by the Digital Imaging and Data Compression 

Group at the University Of Glamorgan, Figure 2.14 shows a typical result based 

on a colour search. Notice how the ninth image returned is not of the correct kind, 

but is the correct colour, (http://imaging.comp.glam.ac.uk)

Figure 2.14 ImageHunter Sample output 
NETRA - This is a prototype image retrieval system that is currently being

developed in the UCSB Alexandria Digital Library (ADL) project. NETRA uses 

colour, texture, shape and spatial location information in segmented image regions 

to search and retrieve similar regions from the database. The Netra software 

returns image matches in order of similarity (Figure 2.15). 

(http://maya.ece.ucsb.edu/Netra/)

DaUrae | 3074 ShwReaoo | Oblance j £63 S^O-Reqion |

Match ["4 [256071 Wr» Molefl [~5|179094 bro M** |6 |2S808abn>o

Figure 2.15 A^e/ra w^er interface and sample output
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• QBIC Image database (IBM) This database is easy to use for searching images. 

It has a web interface, and new images can be added easily. Available as an 

extension to IBM's DB2 database engine, QBIC is a flexible and successful 

commercial application (wwwqbic.almaden.ibm.com).

The table 2.3 summarises the most poignant features found in the reviewed databases 

(please note that as these are research platforms they are subject to change).

Table 2.3 Comparisons between image databases

Database
Acoi
Blobworld
Candid
Purdue
HMM Sketch
Weblmager
Netra
QBIC

Extensible
Yes

Yes

Yes

Colour
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Texture

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Shape
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Size
Yes
Yes

Yes

Spatial
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

DCT

Yes

Trends suggest that the various techniques to obtain the indexing features produce 

similar results, i.e. they all perform reasonably when applied to a sufficiently large 

database. Designs which are easily extensible, in that they can use additional modules 

to increase features extracted, have a distinct benefit over the specifically aimed ones. 

This is because the systems can cater to the various needs of the user and are flexible 

enough to cater for the various types of image likely to be encountered.

2.4 Security Technologies

Image security generally takes the form of Steganography, the art of hiding messages 

inside other messages. The technique is experiencing a new popularity with the 

current industry demands for digital watermarking and fingerprinting of images and 

video, as it has many benefits over its cousin - cryptography. The main benefit being 

that it is easy to spot encrypted data but difficult to determine if a watermark is 

present.

Using software, authors of images and video can embed hidden information or a 

'watermark' into their product, allowing them to monitor piracy. The watermark can
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contain a signature, or more useful, a serial number, or similar characteristic that can 

distinguish an object from another similar object. The technique of, 'fingerprinting' 

can be used with watermarks to allow the detection of copyright infringements.

Steganography in images has become more widespread with the advent of powerful 

desktop computers. Software allowing the insertion of data into images is readily 

available (peti98), which offers various techniques; some operate on the pixel level, 

others manipulate the file formats, and several work in the signal domain (mould 1). 

Generally, all offer the ability to store data within images invisibly and undetectable 

to the casual observer. However, Steganography has a number of limitations compared 

with cryptography. Unlike encryption, it generally requires a lot of overhead to hide a 

relatively few bits of information and more importantly, once a steganographic system 

is discovered, it is rendered useless as the data contained can be removed. This does 

mean that such techniques fail when used solely to protect image copyright, as once 

the embedded data is discovered, measures can be taken to remove or damage it.

A means of monitoring image content without the necessary embedding of data is 

needed. For example a system that can identify ownership from simply looking at the 

image would be resilient to most attacks, and rely on little more hardware / 

technology than an entirely watermark based system.

2.4.1 Coding Techniques

Image and video Steganography is about exploiting the limitations of the human visual 

system (HVS). Any data that can be embedded into a bit stream can be hidden in an 

image. The amount of data can be stored is dependent on two factors, 1) How much 

quality is the user prepared to lose in embedding and 2) lose in terms of system 

strength.

Data hiding techniques are required to meet a number of criteria in order to be 

successful; these help limit the vulnerability of the technique:

  The embedded data should be directly encoded into the media. This increases 

the robustness of the technique and ensures that data is not lost through file 

interchange.
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  The embedded data should be as imperceptible as possible whilst the cover 

data should not be significantly degraded by its inclusion.

  The embedded data should be as resistant as possible to modifications from 

attack such as cropping or re-sampling.

Digital images are typically stored as 24-bit true colour images. Obviously, a 24-bit 

image provides a lot of space for hiding information; however, a 24-bit image 1024 

pixels wide by 768 pixels high would have a size in excess of 2 megabytes, so 

typically all images are compressed, reducing the size of the payload. As described in 

the compression chapter, Image compression offers a solution to large image files. 

Image compression techniques can be categorised into two main groups, lossless and 

lossy compression. Both methods save storage space but have differing effects on any 

uncompressed hidden data in the image. Lossy compression, as typified by JPEG 

format files, offers high compression, but does not maintain the original image 

integrity. This can impact negatively on any hidden data in the image, due to the lossy 

nature of the compression algorithm, which provides a close approximation to the 

original images, but not an exact duplicate.

Lossless compression maintains the original image data exactly; it is preferred when 

the original information must remain intact e.g. for scientific analysis of images. 

Unfortunately, lossless compression does not offer such high compression rates as 

lossy compression and subsequently is not so popular for photographic images.

It should be assumed that any modern watermarking system should work with the 

lossy JPEG format as it is the most popular format in use on the WWW today 

(ISO/97). What follows is a description of the three most common image-encoding 

techniques.

Masks and Filters

Masking and filtering techniques hide information by marking an image in a manner 

similar to paper watermarks. Because watermarking techniques are more integrated 

into the image, they may be applied without fear of image destruction from lossy
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compression. By covering, or masking a faint but perceptible signal with another to 

make the first non-perceptible, we exploit the fact that the human visual system 

cannot detect slight changes in certain temporal domains of the image (bran96). 

Figure 2.16 illustrates the baboon image encoded with a purposefully visible 

watermark, it can be noted that this level of visibility is normally reduced so that it 

cannot be easily seen.

Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armst 

istrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew 

Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armst

 strong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong And rev 

Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armst

istrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew* Armstrong Andrew 

Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armst

strong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew

istrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew 

Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armst

strong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew

Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Arms

istrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andre'

Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armst

 strong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrev 

Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armst 

istrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew Armstrong Andrew

Figure 2.16 Baboon Image, Visible Watermark Version and Extracted Watermark

Least Significant bit modification

Probably the most well known image steganography technique, the least significant 

bit insertion method is a common, simple approach to embedding information into an
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image file. Unfortunately, it is highly vulnerable to attack. A simple conversion from 

a GIF or BMP format to a lossy compression format such as JPEG can destroy the 

hidden information in the image (swan96).

As a 24-bit image contains three bytes per pixel, it is possible to add three bits of data 

by modifying the least significant bit in each byte. Any changes in the pixel bits will 

be indiscernible to the human eye as the least significant bit represents only a small 

change in the shade of a colour. For example, 9 bits of information can be embedded 

into every three pixels:

Pixel 1 (R,G,B) = ( 00100111, 11101001, 11001000) 

Pixel 2 (R,G,B) = ( 00100111, 11001000, 11101001 ) 

Pixel 3 (R,G,B) = ( 11001000,00100111, 11101001 ) 

Inserting a payload of 00011000 (the modified bits in bold):

Pixel 1 (R,G,B) = ( 00100110 11101000 11001000 ) 

Pixel 2 (R,G,B) = ( 00100111 11001001 11101001 ) 

Pixel 3 (R,G,B) - ( 11001000 00100110 11101001 )

Note that the last byte remains untouched, it can either remain unused, be used as a 

checksum, or the start bit of the next byte of payload. To increase the capacity of the 

technique the next least significant bit may be used and retain good visual 

performance for most images. Unfortunately, this does not apply when using lesser bit 

rates and image distortions are quite noticeable (frid98).

Another problem with this technique is that it is very easy to identify when a 

watermark has been added if the viewer has access to an original image, say in the 

case of a famous photograph or work. As the technique is lossless, any change in 

colours will indicate modified image data - an assumption that cannot be made using 

the lossy techniques.

Figure 2.17 illustrates LSB insertion with the peppers image. Despite the images 

looking very similar, image subtraction clearly shows the amount of data (represented 

by noise) in the image.
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Figure 2.17 Peppers Image, Visible Watermark Version and Difference Image

Transformation Domain

JPEG images use the discrete cosine transform (DCT) to achieve compression; other 

transforms include fast Fourier transformation and wavelet transformation. DCT is a 

lossy compression transform because the cosine values calculated are then quantised, 

which introduces rounding errors. Variances between the original image and the 

reconstructed image depend on the values we choose for the resolution of this 

rounding (the quantisation matrix). It is at this signal level that hidden data can be 

introduced.
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In JPEG the image's palette is converted from RGB into into YUV (YCrCb) format, a 

more efficient colour storage system. The Y component can be utilised as the HVS 

has a very low sensitivity to small changes in luminance. As a result large variations 

in luminance will still result in a visually correct image (fariO 1).

Generally, these steganographic systems use a spread-spectrum technique to transmit 

a narrowband signal over a much larger bandwidth so that the spectral density of the 

signal in the channel looks like noise. For example, the following images (Figure 

2.18) compare this technique to an original image, notice that although a small 

message is inserted the whole image is uniformly downgraded (purposely made 

visible). The biggest distortions are present in edges (transitions of low to high 

frequency information).

W?Kk$&

Figure 2.18 Lena Image, Visible Watermark Version and Difference Image
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The Image Downgrading Problem

In multilevel security systems, such as the ones used by the army, it sometimes 

becomes necessary to declassify some information from a high level of access to a 

lower level (kura92). Unfortunately, downgrading of images can present a problem. 

Information could be covertly hidden in a 'top secret' image for later retrieval when 

the image is declassified. It is in this case that the image's watermark would be 

removed before declassification; however, such removal may 1) Damage the quality 

of the original rendering it useless 2) The removal technique may suggest what the 

embedding technique was. Similar problems are present in distributed media, 

someone may transfer the rights to their media to another party, the previous owner's 

watermarks would need to be removed and the new owner's details embedded. With 

each transfer, the image quality would be degraded (gorm97).

Figure 2.19 demonstrates a watermarked image and its modified version (removing 

the embedded data).

Figure 2.19 Jet Image, Visible Watermark Version and Defaced Watermark
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Clearly there are many schemes available to facilitate the embedding of information 

into images. An ideal system would be robust to attack, watermarks easily 

reconstructed from damaged images and completely stealthy in its execution. 

However, in practice such a system would either a) increase file size exponentially or 

b) degrade the quality of the images, that it would not be practical. These problems 

arise because users may transcode (change the format of the images) and the only way 

that such a system could operate would be in the pixel domain. The imaging 

downgrading problem is interesting in this context because it requires that watermarks 

actually be removed. So if a suitable image downgrading algorithm that preserved 

image quality was developed then virtually all watermarking systems would be 

rendered useless, including those used by the same people who wish to remove them.

Perhaps the only true means of enforcing copyright is the development to algorithms 

to analyse images without embedding any data at all. Such a system that was powerful 

enough to correctly identify images regardless of cropping, scaling, rotating and 

modifying images would render watermarking obsolete. The only casualties of such 

practice would be those who utilise steganography. Fortunately the clandestine 

inclusion of data is primarily of use to the military, spies and terrorists as there is no 

real legitimate use of the technology.
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3. Compression

This chapter highlights the storage burdens placed on modern computer systems, 

specifically, image data. Various compression methods are investigated and an 

alternative scheme is presented.

3.1 Proposed Learning Vector Quantisation Technique

Introduction

Vector quantisation is an important processing step for lossy image compression. It is 

typified by using only a subset of the original data to approximate the input image. 

Several problems exist with the techniques used to determine the best 'representative 

vectors' of the data. Blind or 'Brute-Force' search methods, which attempt to perform 

a manual search of all data points to determine the closest ones, are costly in terms of 

processing time and memory. Certain methods incorporate domain knowledge or 

'rules of thumb' in order to improve efficiency (Heuristics). These techniques include 

the popular 'A*', 'Breadth-First' and 'Iterative-deepening' searches. However these 

also suffer as their processing and memory costs increase with complexity (hogg98), 

often arithmetically.

Traditional neural-network techniques always reach a local minimum (an adequate 

solution) but often fail to reach the optimal global minimum (the best solution). 

Calculus based approaches also suffer from this problem (Chiu96). Stopping criteria 

in many cases can stop the progress too soon, i.e. before optimum is reached, or too 

late when the optimum has been passed.

For all search methods, the training or codebook calculation time is of particular 

concern for imaging applications. A 512x512 image contains some 262144 pixels or 

16384, 4x4 blocks - a large amount of data to process. Any method designed to 

cluster and normalise such data must be efficient in order to reduce processing time.

Taking these strict performance criteria into consideration, only a few techniques exist 

to provide an optimum solution in terms of quality and time for imaging applications.
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From a theoretical standpoint the Genetic Algorithm (GA) is deemed to be the most 

suitable. Chiu and Liu (chiu96) state that out of the three available search methods, 

calculus, enumerative and random (GA), the Genetic Algorithm is the most robust. 

Various factors make the GA a strong candidate. GAs do not suffer from the same 

overtraining / undertraining problems of the Neural Network. Each time the GA is 

exposed to a new set of training data its solution is further optimised. In the case of 

the NN a limit is reached where further information only leads to specialisation, and 

in terms of imaging, the code words will all contain median pixel values (greys).

Using the Darwinian ideas of the survival of the fittest and the interbreeding of fit 

parents, the Genetic Algorithm can be used as an efficient searching mechanism. 

Genetic Algorithms operate in a more stochastic manner than traditional search 

algorithms. This guided randomness often allows the Genetic Algorithms to find 

optimal solutions much quicker than their deterministic counterparts. The execution of 

GAs can be controlled via the influence of mutation, crossover and stopping operators 

(jone95). These operators have parameters, often expressed as probabilities, which 

can be adjusted to serve to control the size of jumps which the data makes between 

points. Large jumps are facilitated by the crossover setting and small jumps by the 

mutation. It is nearly always the case that in the execution of a GA, probability plays 

the first part in moving the focus to the general area of the solution and mutation then 

takes smaller steps to find the optimum. Hwang and Hong (hwan99) remarked also on 

the insensitivity of the Genetic Algorithm to initial starting conditions. Although 

genetic algorithms are regarded as one of the strongest candidates for optimal search, 

few attempts have been made to apply those robust features embedded in GAs to 

image processing. They are not favoured on account of the computational complexity 

of standard GA schemes, which involve CPU demanding iterative loops (chiuOO).

3 4 Output 253 254

Figure 3.1 Neural Network Overview

255 256
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Neural network approaches are still the closest competitors in terms of the nature of 

their operations (jian97), which are mainly inspired by the processing structure of the 

human brain. Neural Networks use simple processing structures that operate in 

parallel. An adaptive learning phase is usually required to train the network prior to its 

use. Problems involving large multi-dimensional data sets, those that are difficult or 

impractical to solve using traditional programming techniques, can be easily tackled 

in a neural network. A number of neural networks exist, such as Adaline and Kohonen 

Maps; Jiang (jian99) describes many Neural Network variants for image compression, 

among which the competitive learning model can be regarded as the most important 

form for all neural networks applied to image compression.

As in all Neural Networks, the competitive learning network contains neurones, 

interconnections and weights. The layout of the neural network used to solve the 

image compression problem can be illustrated in Figure 3.1, following the general 

competitive learning algorithm as described by Chung and Lee (chun94). Using only 

two layers   an input and an output, the competitive learning network for quantisation 

closely resembles an Adaline network (hatzOl). The input layer contains 16 nodes. 

These nodes each contain 1 pixel of information, thus all 16 total one input block. 

Between each connection from the input to output layers is a connecting weight. This 

connecting weight is 1 byte in size and also contains pixel data. As the layers are fully 

connected there are some 4096-node connections. Each output node contains 16 

inputs. Traditional neural network structures sum the values of their weighted inputs, 

however the competitive learning network concatenates the inputs to form a complete 

4x4 block. This block can then be compared and tested using the PSNR (peak signal 

to noise ratio) criterion (ananOl). Each of the 256-neurone outputs (the concatenation 

of the input weights) is compared to the input block and its score stored. The winner 

of the competition is the neurone that has the highest PSNR score, i.e. bears the 

closest resemblance to the input block. The winning block is then used by the learning 

routine to update the network. The typical operations can be outlined below:

xi =b,+s(ai -bi ) V,i = l,2,...,16 (1)
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where x is the new weight value, b the original weight, a the input value and 5 a 

scaling value (or learning rate).

The best scaling value for back-propagation (Jian99, chun94) style learning routine is 

normally determined through extensive experiments. Too high a value results in too 

large a change within the blocks, too low a value results in little change. A well- 

maintained balance is required during the process of training, which is a typical 

feature for both neural networks and genetic algorithms.

Genetic Algorithm

Following the major lines of research in the area of evolutionary computing (chiu96, 

chiuOO, aytuOO), the proposed genetic approach bears the most representative structure 

and contains all major components for a genetic algorithm (hol!75). These 

components are then designed to operate in the following three stages to compress an 

input image:

1) Initialisation: The input image data set is sorted into structures allowing it to 

be worked on by GA operators.

2) Genetic Optimisation: The Genetic Algorithm works on a training data set to 

obtain the optimum representative blocks.

3) Quantisation: The original image data set is quantised, using the derived 

representatives, into a compressed file.

Initialisation

The initialisation stage organises the input image data into a suitable structure. The 

subject image is first divided up into blocks of pixels. The size of the blocks is 

important as it affects both quality and compression. Large blocks increase 

compression ratio at a high cost to quality whereas the reverse is true for small block 

size - decreased compression at a higher quality. To achieve an appropriate balance, a 

4 by 4 image block is chosen for the design of the genetic image compressor. This 

size provides reasonable compression with the additional advantage that no padding is
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needed when the training images selected are of 512 by 512 in size (The size most 

commonly used for testing imaging systems).

The next phase of the initialisation stage provides the actual organisation of the data. 

First, a two dimensional array is created. When the image is quantised it is required 

that each 4x4 image block only reference its codeword using 8-bits. An 8-bit 

reference index allows for 256 representative blocks in the codebook, so the array 

contains some 256 rows. Figure 3.2 shows a number of blocks, each row represents a 

group and the columns represent variations, note the columns are cropped. Certain 

patterns occur frequently; hence, some rows contain more blocks than others.

The number of columns in the array varies according to the input image size. If it 

were the case that the blocks of the image would be evenly distributed the image 

could be divided into blocks by 256. However, it is normally the case that an image 

will contain varying numbers of similar blocks, indeed if analysis is performed on a 

histogram based on image texture similarity, it will have many peaks and troughs. So 

using the premise that the required number of columns will vary for each row - these 

are set dynamically as required. For example a photograph of a forest will contain 

large amounts of textured blocks and relatively few smooth blocks, however a 

synthetic cartoon image will contain large numbers of smooth and few texture blocks.

Figure 3.2 Various textures grouped by Genetic Algorithm and Neural Network
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The rows of the array represent the 256 types of block that are used to categorise the 

image. An initial representative is needed to categorise the blocks, not to be confused 

with the group representative that the Genetic Algorithm finds. Testing shows that if 

these initial blocks (or initials) are set to grey shades (from white to black) groups are 

created with an even distribution of intensity. These groups produce poor results when 

used to process the image as they contain too little detail. Setting these blocks to 

random pixel values also produces poor results - mostly just noise. The best results, 

i.e. those that will give an even distribution of texture and intensity, are obtained from 

initialising using 256 blocks taken at random from the training images. This is 

because these initials contain a good cross-section of the textures present in the image. 

Table 3.1 shows the significant decibel increase gained from using these initials.

Table 3.1 PSNR Comparisons between both initial code books

Image

Lena

Zelda

Truck

Goldhill

Baboon

Barb

Jet

peppers

boat

Grey Initials (dB)

30.24

32.11

30.26

28.34

22.48

25.46

27.87

28.26

27.15

Selected Initials (dB)

30.94

33.00

31.00

29.02

22.98

26.50

28.83

29.23

27.68

The groups are filled by categorising the training images one block at a time. The

following scheme illustrates the process:

For maincounter = 1 to Num_of_imageblocks (1282 for a 512*512 image using 4*4 blocks) 

HighestPSNR = 0 
For i = 1 to 256

TempPSNR = PSNR (input blocks (maincounter), group (i)) 

IfTempPSNR > HighestPSNR then 

HighestPSNR = TempPSNR 

BestMatch = i 

End if
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Next i

Input_blocks(maincounter) e group(BestMatch) 

Next maincounter

We used the PSNR metric to measure the similarity between the input image block, 

represented as inputjblock, and the representatives of each group, group(i). For each 

inputjblock, all 256 representatives are used to measure the distance and the input 

block is assigned to the most appropriate group.

Genetic Optimisation

The genetic image compressor is essentially a vector quantiser trained with a genetic 

algorithm. This can be regarded as a process of obtaining the true group representative 

by means of generating a pixel block that bears the closest resemblance to all 

members inside the group. A selection of these representative blocks are then used to 

form the quantisation codebook. The genetic algorithm uses a traditional layout for its 

operation, which contains the following elements:

1) Fitness: The closeness of the result to the optimal is calculated.

2) Selection: The best results (parents) are chosen to breed.

3) Crossover: Genetic material from parents is combined to create offspring.

4) Mutation: Random mutation may affect the offspring causing variances.

5) Stopping Criteria: When a predefined criterion is met, evolution is halted.

The system uses a population of genomes (or chromosomes) upon which fitness, 

selection, crossover and mutation operate. These genomes are set as a number of 4 by 

4 blocks, in this case 128. The decision of choosing 128 genomes is based on the 

reasoning that a nearly optimal solution is found eventually regardless of the 

population, this helps to reduce the processing cost of the computer model, favouring 

increased iterations over increased complexity. If a large population is used a result is 

more likely to be found in fewer generations than a smaller population; however the 

processing time for a smaller population may be less, as it requires fewer crossover 

and mutation operations per cycle. Therefore, an arbitrary figure is chosen to achieve
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a reasonable balance between processing cost and search speed, this can be adjusted 

to suit particular hardware, possibly using adaptive routines. The initial population is 

created using the genetic combination of the first two blocks of a row and continues 

along the columns combining the fittest offspring of the last operation with the next 

block.

Fitness and Selection

It is important to derive a suitable fitness test (object function Chen99) as the 

performance of the system is mainly based on the quality of its results. If a fitness 

function does not provide an accurate measure of the quality of an offspring the new 

generations will inherit all the weaknesses of the parents and diverge away from an 

optimal result. A number of Genetic Algorithm applications use fitness functions that 

can be derived relatively easily (good solutions are easily identified). For example, in 

a dictionary search system, the fitness can be the count of how many keywords are 

matched. No easy metric can be used for the vector quantisation problem, however, 

Jones and Forrest (jone95) described a feature of GAs being able to find optimal 

solutions for problems where the optimum is unknown - a suitable fitness function 

just needed to be found.

The overall aim of the process is to obtain a block that bears the closest resemblance 

to all blocks within the group. An Initial fitness function can be designed by 

calculating the best parents using an averaging process. First an average block is 

defined by the averaging of all the blocks in the group such that: 

. b, c, d

z
averageblock = -

n o (2)
128

where an, bn, ..., pn stand for pixel intensity values in the wth input block inside the 

group.

Once the average block is acquired, each genome in the set (1 to 128) can be 

compared to this average block and its PSNR value stored. The genome with the 

highest PSNR is then returned as the first parent, and the genome with the second
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highest PSNR returned as the second parent. The Genetic Algorithm would then 

continue by applying its operations using the new parent values. This measure is the 

simplest to implement in the simulation, however it does have its limitations.

The drawback of the above fitness design lies in the fact that averaging in image data 

does not take into account the texture across the whole block. This results in blocks of 

average intensity, i.e. grey. To achieve a better performance in both quality and 

compression, a system that generates a code-block using poignant features and 

textures in addition to intensity spreads is necessary.

A more sophisticated fitness function can be designed whereby the best genome 

within the population is determined without using any averaging functions. To 

increase the likelihood of finding an optimal result, the process can be designed to 

perform a mini-optimisation on the population. Specifically, each genome is 

compared to each block in the group (1 to row length) on which it is currently 

working. The comparison is achieved by storing the absolute values of their 

cumulative pixel differences in an array. Two such arrays are used, one to measure the 

current fitness and the second to record the best fitness. Initially the best fitness array 

is set to the score of a genome picked at random as the algorithm has a large set of 

data on which an answer can be converged upon. This avoids starting with a very 

specific data set, which leads to a very specific answer and allows the algorithm to 

make 'its own decision'. In summation, the winning genome is the one which bears 

the least difference to all training blocks in the group.

The process compares the current fitness to the best fitness recorded from past. If an 

item in the current fitness array has less cumulative error than its counterpart in the 

best fitness array then a point is scored. If the total points scored are better than the 

current high score then the current genome is made the best genome and the process is 

repeated for all genomes. The following pseudo-code illustrates all the operations

involved:

For i = 1 to No_of_genomes
Forj = 1 to blocks Jn_group 

Cum_diff = 0 
Fork= I to 16
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Cum diff = Cum_diff + abs {genome (i).pixel (k) - group(j).pixel (k)} 

Next k 

Fitness(j) = Cum_diff

Next)

Tempscore = 0

For j = 1 to blocks in group

IfFitnessQ) < bestfitnessQ) then 

Tempscore + +

End if 

Nextj

If Tempscore > Highscore then

Highscore = tempscore

For j= 1 to blocks in group

bestfitness/j] = Fitnessfj]

Nextj

Bestgene = i 

End if

Next i

Where i, j, and k are used to index: (a) each of the 128 working genomes; (b) blocks 

inside each group and (c) pixels inside each block respectively, and bestfitness(j) is 

initialised by the first fitness value calculated. The variable Bestgene contains the 

index of the winning block of genes (or genome).

Training Blocks 

Comparisons

Genomes 

Differences 93416

Figure 3.3 Genome Fitness and Selection

Figure 3.3 shows an example of how such a fitness design operates, in which the 

fitness results are illustrated for a set of genomes. Each individual in the genome
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population is compared to each of the training blocks and the cumulative difference is 

stored. After all the genomes in the population have been compared in this way the 

genome with the lowest difference value is deemed the fittest. This genome is then 

used by the selection process. It is worth noting that the structure of the genomes is 

identical to that of the training blocks, 16 pixel values with the range 0 to 255.

This design finds those blocks with close similarity to all those in the group. Those 

poorly represented blocks often cause a divergence on the optimum when averaging 

fitness values are used.

Crossover

The two strongest parents returned by the fitness function are used to populate the 

128-genome population. Normally, single point crossover is used in such problems; 

Hwang and Hong (hwan99) used such a crossover in their vector quantiser. Single 

point crossovers simply split the parent strings in two and join the halves from each 

parent together. The length at which this split occurs can be either fixed or chosen at 

random. As the single point crossover suffers from the disadvantage of positional 

bias, i.e., the bits further to the right have a higher probability of being swapped, it is 

beneficial to use a multi-point (parmOO) crossover based on probability for the genetic 

compressor. Traditionally this bias is eliminated by using 'grey codes', however these 

require pre-processing of the data- increasing complexity.

This form of crossover uses a probability value to determine if the current pixel will 

come from parent one or from parent two. The probability value is set so that the 

higher the probability the more likely data will be used from the stronger parent. In 

practice, the value of the crossover probability is modified away from its base 15% by 

a process that aims to increase the likelihood of good features being preserved. This 

'elitism mechanism' adjusts the probabilities in favour of the stronger parent so as to 

strengthen certain features, and is different from Snyers and Petillot's (snye95) 

method in which strong parents enter the next generation unchanged. Two examples 

of such a crossover are illustrated in Figure 3.4.
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It is worth noticing that during the selection process (based on fitness) a score is 

calculated when one genome gives a nearer to optimum result than the previous best 

genome. This score serves two purposes; 1) it is used as a criterion for the stopping 

mechanism, 2) it is used to determine if elitism should be used and to what degree. 

The rule for elitism determines if the score is greater than half the number of items in 

the group and if so elitism is used. The calculation for elitism increases the base 

crossover probability in favour of the stronger parent, and is described as follows:

- s >
>, Jg (3)

Where n is the modified probability, b the base probability, 5 the evaluation score, g 

the number of blocks in the group and d = 100 - b. In essence, the probability 

increases proportionally to the score. The effects of the elitism routines are illustrated 

by comparing part (a) and part (b) in Figure 3.4. The routine is arranged so that parent 

one is always the stronger. As there is a population of 128 children to generate, the 

weaker parent has a reasonable chance of its genetic material being passed down

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  b c d e f g h

50% Crossover Probability

a 2 c d 5 6 g 8

Part (a)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 a b c d e f g h

75% Crossover Probability

1 2 c 4 5 6 g 8

Part (b)

Figure 3.4 Crossover illustrations

despite the stronger parent's elitism. This helps to keep the system fair so that 

potential solutions are not lost. Elitism can be seen as the computer equivalent of
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Genetically Modified crops (johnOO), and suffers from similar problems. In modifying 

the selection process to favour certain characteristics, certain features can quickly be 

lost and the resulting offspring can be rendered inadequate. This is because it is 

unlikely that the strain will ever re-develop those features through the only means at 

its disposal - mutation. For example - the breeding of a hardy tomato that can survive 

extreme cold renders it unpalatable.

Mutation

Many genetic algorithms employ a mutation operator that randomly reverses bits in a 

binary string. As the pixel data is a little more complicated than a simple binary string, 

mutation could alternatively be realised by increasing or decreasing pixel intensities

Original Genome Random Smoothing

Figure 3.5 Mutation techniques

by a random amount for the genetic image compressor. However, such a design could 

introduce a noticeable level of noise into the reconstructed image since pixels can be 

made to vary too much from their surroundings. Improved mutation can be 

implemented with a 'smoothing' mutation operator, similar to the method used by 

Chen et al (chen99). When mutation occurs, a target pixel is chosen at random, a 

value between 1 and 16 in a 4x4 block. The mutation operates by setting the intensity 

of the target pixel to the average intensity of its surrounding pixels. This results in the 

subtle intensity changes, which occur frequently in images and are effectively 

invisible to the human eye. Figure 3.5 illustrates an example of one such mutation, 

notice how the mutations do not stand out so much.

The occurrence of beneficial mutation rewards the stronger generation with the 

opportunity to improve itself. Figure 3.6 illustrates how the optimal solution can be 

achieved using this technique, with which a value stuck at local minima can often be
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freed with an amount of mutation. It is worth noting that local minima are reached 

when variance between the parent genomes is low. Local minima cause the algorithm 

to produce generation after generation of very similar genomes.

Figure 3.6 Effects of mutation

Stopping Criteria

All evolutionary systems need a mechanism to stop training once a good solution is 

reached (parmOO). A balance needs to be met so that the system will have enough 

time to generate useful data but not so much that the data becomes too specialised, as 

shown in Figure 3.7. In general, two different stopping techniques can be used, fixed

limits and dynamic 

limits. Limits set 

threshold for example, 

we may say, run for at 

least 100 generations

Fitness
Stopping threshold

Time 
Figure 3.7 Stopping Criterion Example

and stop if the fitness 

drops below the 

previous generation's fitness. Fixed limits are simple to implement but may ignore the 

best results (e.g. 500 generations max). Dynamic limits can counteract the problems 

of fixed limits but may cut short training time (e.g. run until fitness levels drop). 

Using the best features of both methods, the system is designed to use a combination 

of the two criteria.

The dynamic criteria uses the evaluation score generated in the selection phase. This 

score is stored at the end of each evolution cycle for comparison in the next. If the 

evaluation score for a cycle is greater than the score in the previous cycle, a counter is
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decreased. When the score is less than the previous cycles score the counter is 

incremented. The evolution will be stopped if this counter reaches a predefined value. 

The secondary threshold is defined by generation limit, processing will stop once a 

number of generations have been reached. Figure 3.7 illustrates how the process 

should be stopped at the right point to preserve fitness.

Following the genetic optimisation, which is essentially a genetic algorithm design for 

training the image compressor, quantisation can be implemented in a conventional 

way. Each original image block is compared to the codebook and the code of the 

nearest codebook match (0-255) is stored to a file. Compression is gained as the 

codeword only required one byte for storage whereas a 4 by 4 block requires sixteen 

bytes or 0.5bbp (bits per pixel). In this regard, the proposed genetic quantiser can be 

used to work in a real-time processing mode, without disadvantage in terms of 

processing speed.

Experiments

To assess the proposed genetic image compressor, extensive experiments are carried 

out by using the competitive learning neural network quantiser as a benchmark. Both 

systems, the GA and the Neural Network, are trained with varying parameters until 

their PSNR values reach near optimal. The automated training results produces 

lengthy result data, the figures quotes are chosen to maximise image quality 

(measured by PSNR) and minimise processing time.

Both the Neural Network and the Genetic Algorithm are shown the training set only 

once. This requires the techniques to perform optimally for a single pass, allowing 

them to be competitive in a real-time environment. Initially, conservative guesses are 

made regarding the value of the various probability settings and adjusted as necessary. 

The training genome vectors used are 4 by 4 at an 8-bit depth. The Genetic Algorithm 

used a 128 genome population, with probabilities for crossover and mutation at 15% 

and 3% respectively. The smoothing mutation hardly produces any noticeable effect 

for the Human vision system (HVS) as mutant pixels contain values very similar to 

their neighbours. The mutation rate has been determined through initial testing, which 

showed that too low a rate allowed noise (local minima) and too high a rate produces
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unsuitable smooth grey blocks. Through experimentation the crossover setting is 

found to be robust and large changes in value do not significantly affect the outcome.

Experimentation showed that it is unlikely that any generations bred after 500 cycles 

did not yield any useful results. This criteria shows the optimum stopping for the 

dynamic method to be around 10, i.e. if the results do not improve in 10 cycles then 

stop. A minimum number of cycles are necessary to obtain a good result, but too 

many cycles have a detrimental effect.

The best value of the mutation rate had to be determined from experiments as there 

are no existing systems with a similar enough structure to compare. Experimentation 

reveals that the value is often around 3%. If mutation rate is too low then the images 

contain some spurious pixels, i.e. intensities much greater or lower than their 

neighbouring pixels. When mutation is set at too high a level, blocks are over 

smoothed into a uniform median intensity. This may be mistaken for local minima, 

but must be remembered that the mutation mechanism smoothes rather than 

introduces noise. As mentioned earlier the best results always strike a balance 

between detail and smoothness.

The learning rate set for the Competitive Learning Neural Network is 0.1. Both 

systems use 256 code words with the same initial pseudo-random samples from the 

training images and hence produce the same compression ratios at 0.625 bpp (bits- 

per-pixel) including codebook and 0.5 bpp without.

Nine samples are selected from popular images to test the genetic image compressor. 

The selection is made to reflect wide variety in image content and their features to 

measure the reconstructed image quality. To measure the reconstructed image quality 

in terms of human visual perception, three key features can be identified. The key 

features are:

1) Detail

2) Flat regions

3) Shading
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Detail in irin images is represented by high variance within a small area. For example in 

Figure 3.8 the woman's eye will contain white, black and a number of greys all within 

the space of (for example) 30 pixels. Areas with less detail, such as the background 

may only change intensity once for the same distance.

(a) Original Lena Image

(b) GA reconstructed Image (c) NN reconstructed Image

Figure 3.8 Visual inspection of compressed Lena
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(a) Original Truck Image

(b) GA Truck Image
(c) NN Truck Image 

Figure 3.9 Visual inspection of compressed Truck

Flat Regions are large areas that contain just one, or a similar number of intensities (or 

colour). These frequently occur in computer-generated images and backgrounds in 

photographs.

Shading in images usually represents depth changes, an object's contours will appear 

lighter the nearer they are to a light-source.
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Figures 3.8 through 3.10 illustrate three samples for visual comparison between the 

reconstructed image by the proposed genetic compressor and that by the benchmark 

(the competitive learning neural network compressor). All illustrations follow the 

same structure to facilitate the visual inspection, i.e., part (a) shows the original test 

image, part (b) the reconstructed image by the proposed algorithm and part (c) the 

reconstructed image by the benchmark. This arrangement enables the comparison to 

be made not only between the two compressors but also between the reconstructed 

image and the original image.

(a) Original Barb Image

(c) NN Barb Image
(b) GA Barb Image

Figure 3.10 Visual inspection of compressed Barb
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From the observations and visual inspection of all illustrations, it can be revealed that 

all reconstructed images contain some amount of distortion compared with the 

originals. Between the reconstructed images by the two compressors, the general trend 

is that the genetic compressor performs well in all features whereas the competitive 

learning neural network performance favours the processing of texture details. 

Unfortunately, the PSNR (Peak Signal to noise ratio) metric does not convey image 

properties relating to the HVS, i.e. good dB may not result in a good reconstruction 

quality. This is can be seen in the results in Table 3.2 where despite having similar 

PSNR values qualities vary considerably.

As an example, the barb image in Figure 3.10 contains large amounts of detail, flat 

regions and shading. It can be seen that texture detail, namely on the leg, scarf and 

chair, is reconstructed equally well by both algorithms. For the background (flat 

region) and skin tones (shading), however, the competitive learning network performs 

significantly poorer in comparison with the proposed genetic compressor. The same 

features are observable in the other test images.

Table 3.2 presents the set of PSNR values obtained from compressing all test images 

by both algorithms, in which it is clearly evidenced that, for all the test samples, the 

proposed genetic approach constantly outperforms the benchmark in terms of PSNR 

measurement. The results show that on average the genetic compressor (Figure 3.12) 

performs 0.57 dB better than the neural network, with the best results at 0.91 dB 

higher. The comparison is also shown in Figure 3.11.

Reasons for these large performance differences relate mainly to the limited training 

opportunity the algorithms are given. The results indicate that the genetic algorithm 

can reach an approximated global optimum with the limited training opportunity. Yet 

the neural network fails to do so. Computationally they are very similar, each 

requiring a large number of iterations to generate a result. The deficiencies in the 

neural network compressor can be attributed to several factors:

1) The neural network requires increased exposure to training material 

so that each group can have sufficient opportunities for further 

updates, in order to produce a better vector quantiser.
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2) As learning rate is increased to improve the performance, global 

minima become hard to reach. In multi-pass systems, this can be 

reduced by adjusting the granularity of the learning rate during the 

training stage. This it seen as a poor approximation rather than a 

divergence.

3) Because of the magnitude of the patterns the network sees, a single 

network may experience difficulties generalising. Several specialised 

networks each suited to a particular texture may increase 

performance.

For a 512 x 512 image some 16384 training blocks are used to train the system. It may 

be the case that some images have large areas, which contain textures corresponding 

to one type of block. We may see that instead of several variants of the block being 

produced, the one node that contains a similar texture constantly wins in competitive 

learning. Thus the variants required are never produced, thus wasting resources by 

optimising blocks of little occurrence. This relates to the so-called under utilisation 

problem with all competitive learning types of neural networks (parmOO).

A poorly set learning rate will be a contributing faction in the production of 

inappropriate blocks. A minimum learning rate is required to ensure that when a node 

wins, the rate is modified enough to bring it nearer to optimum. It is also the case that 

if the weights are modified by too much they will 'skip' over a better solution. This 

inability to reach global optimum is unfortunate as it is very unlikely that the best 

results can be produced (arms02i).
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PSNR Comparisons

GA 
NN

Test Image

Figure 3.11 PSNR Comparisons

Table 3.2 Image quality measurement by PSNR values

Image

lena

zelda

truck

goldhill

baboon

barb

jet

peppers

boat

Peak Signal To Noise Ration - PSNR (dB)

GA

31.20

33.29

31.24

29.28

23.13

26.50

29.06

29.46

27.85

NN

30.83

32.65

30.42

28.65

22.85

25.86

28.15

29.02

27.43
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Original Image Image Blocks Sorting Initial Reps Sorted Blocks

The original image is broken up into 4 by 4 image blocks. These are then sorted 
based on their similarity to a selection of blocks previously taken at random from the 
original image. This process ensures all the image blocks are categorised into similar 
groups.

Sorted Blocks Genetic Algorithm Codebook

The sorted blocks are then processed by the Genetic Algorithm. The aim of the 
algorithm is to generate a block for each group. This block will bear a close 
resemblance to most of the blocks in the same group, and can be thought of as an 
average block.

The codebook produced can then be use to quantise the image. Quantisation is the 
process in which each block in the original image is represented by the codeword of 
the most similar codebook match instead of the pixel data. Compression is gained as 
a codeword requires significantly less storage than the pixel data.

Figure 3.12 Genetic Algorithm overview
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3.2 Conclusions

The problems of storing large amounts of multimedia data have been highlighted and 

the most popular compression techniques discussed, each using (or being capable of 

using) some level of vector quantisation. A simple and efficient Genetic Algorithm 

technique is described and tested against a number of publicly available test images; 

the aim being to provide a method of codebook generation based on content. There 

are several distinct benefits of using genetic algorithms to perform vector 

quantisation. Genetic algorithms do not suffer from the same training problems that 

affect Neural Networks: A GA will always find a near-optimum solution for any 

given set; the NN requires a minimum amount of training to be optimal and can of 

course be over trained.

The most important aspect of the proposed genetic approach is represented by the 

design of fitness function, crossover and mutation. The mechanisms employed to 

achieve near optimal performance on multi dimensional data are useful for any 

optimisation problem where complicated data elements are used. It may be possible to 

expand the system to act within database systems to cluster and link data using 

traditional indexing components.

Genetic Algorithms are not without fault, as much consideration must be taken to 

ensure that the fitness and selection functions can correctly identify cases where 

results are good and capitalise on them. It must also be noted that there are several 

problems that can deceive GAs (Jone95), but these are mainly in modelling 

mathematical functions and are unlikely to be required in most imaging applications 

where mathematical functions are applied rather than modelled.

Further research along this line is the integration of Genetic Algorithmic quantisation 

with a signal transform such as DCT or Wavelets. The quantisation of these signal 

coefficients, if successful, could yield high compression and high PSNR values. 

However, imaging applications need not be limited to just compression: Chen, Nako 

and Arakaki (chen99) used similar technology to restore degraded images. 

Enhancement (chiu96) and content analysis are also areas where GAs may generate
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good results and allow for other developments to be possible, such as real-time face 

recognition and image retrieval. These techniques are also suited in the generation of 

thumbnails and image scaling where particular areas of importance can be highlighted 

in the resized image, helping to preserve detail that is often lost in these operations.

Variable block size may yield better compression ratios and their selection could be 

based on image entropy. Variable length codebooks would allow for cases where 

more or less code words are required to store an image, resulting in better 

compression ratios for simple images and higher PSNRs for complicated ones 

(hsuOO). Codebook compression would improve its compression efficiency measured 

by bpp (bits-per-pixel) for images by reducing the number of bits required to store the 

codebook.

Summary Questions

Can multi-vector quantisation be performed using a Genetic Algorithm? Yes, 

this is proved beyond a doubt.

Does the Genetic Algorithm perform at least as well as its nearest competitor?

Yes, and performs better in some cases.

Can this algorithm be used to facilitate any other imaging application? Yes, it can 

be used in categorising blocks of data - very useful for image indexing.
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4. Indexing

This Chapter addresses how features within popular compression schemes can be 

used to help retrieve and index the image content they represent. Existing indexing 

schemes are investigated and several methods are proposed, starting from pixel based 

and evolving through to feature extraction in the compressed domain.

Introduction

Considering the fact that the majority of images stored in computers, such as those 

from the Internet, are in JPEG compressed format, it is highly desirable to have the 

image indexing and retrieval conducted directly in the compressed domain. This 

technology will prove invaluable in applications where fast image key generation is 

required such as on the Internet or embedded in future imaging equipment. As 

mentioned earlier, it will become necessary as not only will the amount of media 

available on the Internet continue to grow but also the amounts stored in homes - on 

digital televisions, computers, cameras and media. Fully automated indexing systems 

will be very desirable to manage and organise these large amounts of data.

Colour, shape, lexicon and texture based retrieval systems have all had some success 

in terms of the quality of results produced, however most algorithms are developed in 

the pixel domain (idri99). Considering the fact that the majority of images stored 

inside computers are already in a compressed format, the application of pixel-domain 

retrieval algorithms would incur extra computing cost in decompression before the 

retrieval is even started. In addition, images available on the Internet are in JPEG 

compressed format and most of them are not indexed (feng02). In this circumstance, 

image retrieval from Internet must go through: (a) decompression; (b) indexing and 

(c) search and retrieval for every single image accessed. Yet the fact is that the 

majority of those images accessed may not be retrieved as our final target. To this 

end, an indexing system operating directly on the compressed format is very useful.

In fact, various methods have been proposed to index images directly using the 

features of the compression technique (kubi97, mand99). Generally, such techniques
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gather various measures that can be analysed, processed and stored as searchable 

indexing keys. Many of the most popular systems such as the Query by Image Content 

(QBIC) and the Content-based Retrieval Engine (CORE) employ more that one type 

of key to improve the quality of the results (shen96).

4.1 Partial Reconstruction Techniques

Compressed domain image indexing and retrieval is receiving ever-increasing 

attention in the research community to exploit the benefits of saving computing cost 

and improving the processing speed. As described previously, most existing work in 

compressed domain is concentrated on extracting content features from DCT 

coefficients. This section describes an approach which focuses on the extraction of 

approximated images from compressed domain, or partially decoding compressed 

images (jianOl). In comparison with the existing compressed domain schemes, the 

proposed approaches have the advantage that all indexing algorithms developed in 

pixel domain can be directly applied in conjunction with the proposed methods, since 

the content information extracted represent a partially decoded image rather than 

individual features (arms02i). To this end, it bridges the gap between compressed 

domain and the pixel domain. Yet significant savings on computing cost can still be 

made by using the proposed methods since the partial decoding only involves part of 

the DCT coefficients. Essentially, the proposed methods apply various adaptive 

procedures that are introduced to radically improve throughput by dynamically 

determining: (1) how many coefficients should be included in the partial IDCT; (2) 

which coefficients should be included and (3) what weighting should be added to 

those coefficients for the partial IDCT. The advantage of such an adaptive processes 

is that the algorithms can have full control over the pixel information being extracted 

inside the DCT domain. In other words, they need only to extract the pixel 

information which is necessary to ensure sufficient quality for constructing indexing 

keys.

As more and more images are stored in JPEG compressed format, our discussion and 

algorithm design are limited to DCT-based JPEG compression standard, i.e., those 

image files with jpg extensions. By looking into the existing JPEG image 

compression standard, the main compression techniques can be summarized such that
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images are decomposed into blocks of 8 by 8 pixels, and then blocks are transformed 

into DCT domain where pixel energy is packed into the same number of DCT 

coefficients. After simple scale quantisation, those quantized DCT coefficients are 

entropy coded by Huffman codes, which formulate the compressed image file. As 

both Huffman encoding and quantisation are implemented in JPEG by simple table 

looking-up operations, the major computing cost for compression / decompression lies 

in the forward or inverse DCT transform. When millions of images need to be 

addressed in every single image retrieval, the computing cost required in 

decompression becomes a significant disadvantage. This prompted research in 

extracting approximated images for indexing and retrieval without full 

decompression.

4.2 Colourspace Technique

Given a block of 8 by 8 pixels, B , as designed in JPEG, the 2-D DCT transform of 

this block B can be described as follows:

xcos

where (1)

l/v/5 k = 0 and k = u or v e [0,7]. 
c(k)= \

1 otherwise

As u and v varies along the column and row direction inside [0, 7], the DCT 

coefficients are obtained covering different frequency bands. When u =0 and v =0, 

however, the following DC coefficient is obtained from Equation (1):

which is essentially related to the average pixel over all 64 pixels inside the block. If 

all the remaining DCT coefficients are ignored, and an image is reconstructed directly
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from all the DC coefficients given in Equation (2) for all the blocks, an approximated 

image can be extracted without involving full IDCT. Since only one pixel for each 

block of 8 by 8 pixels is used, the extracted image would be much smaller than its 

original, which can be calculated as 1: 64. If the average pixel is repeated 8 times 

along both column and row directions, exactly the same size can be reconstructed for 

the approximated image.

From Equation (2), it can be seen that this type of extraction only costs 1 

multiplication for each block, since pixel = (C B(0,0) / 8). Yet full IDCT will require 

4032 additions and 4096 multiplications for each block. In terms of computing cost 

only, this type of extraction achieves significant savings over the full decompression. 

The main advantage, however, is that all mature image processing algorithms, which 

are developed in pixel domain, can be directly applied to extract content features and 

formulate indexing keys for image retrieval.

The remaining problem, however, is the quality of the approximated image. In other 

words, the quality of such extracted images may be questionable in preserving the 

content features and thus the retrieving accuracy may be affected negatively. Since the 

retrieving accuracy itself is controversial (brun99), this problem is covered in the next 

section where a series of experiments are designed and carried out to assess the 

approximated image extraction in terms of both quality measurement and image 

retrieval measurements. For the convenience of presentation, this proposed extraction 

technique   using approximated images for indexing and retrieval is labelled proposed 

Algorithm 1.

To improve the quality of such approximated images, the proposed extraction 

algorithm can be further extended such that the average pixel is extracted from 

smaller blocks such as 4 by 4 and 2 by 2 pixels. When the block size is reduced down 

to 1 by 1 pixel, obviously, the approximated image is the same as the original image 

or the fully decompressed image. To achieve this type of progressive image 

extraction, it is necessary for the DCT extraction to performed on a block of 4 by 4 

and a block of 2 by 2 pixels. Since JPEG only compresses images in blocks of 8 by 8 

pixels, and the proposed image extraction algorithm is designed in JPEG compressed 

domain, those DCT coefficients on block of 4 by 4 and 2 by 2 have to be obtained
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from the coefficients of 8 by 8 blocks. In other words, given a JPEG compressed 

image, it is necessary to work out the spatial relationship between the DCT 

coefficients of 8 by 8 and that of 4 by 4.

As a matter of fact, each block of 8 by 8 pixels can be decomposed into four sub- 

blocks and each of them would contain 4 by 4 pixels. Therefore, the block B can be 

regarded as having 2 by 4 rows and 2 by 4 columns (jian03), which can be further 

represented as follows:

.*
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(3)

where By,iJ e[0,\] stands for the decompressed sub-block of B, and bi}. ,&,/e[0,3]

the elements of each sub-block By.
According to (jian03) and Equation (1), the 8 by 8 point DCT of any block, B=x(iJ),

can be regarded as to project the block of pixels into a family of orthogonal basis

functions:

COS

(4)
= A K (M. /)/'s( i\j) (i,j, u, i'   [0, 7]).

Similarly, the DCT of 4 by 4 pixels is the projection of its pixels into a family of 

orthogonal basis functions:

2x4
cos

l)nr
A \ 2x4 (5)
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By using zero-padding technique, the basis function, b4(k,t), can be expanded to have 

8 elements as follows:

cos
•|2(nnod4) I \}(k mod 4).T (6)

2x4

u hen [/ 41 - [A- 4].

, 0 otherwise 

where Me [0,7], t could be either / or 7; and [t/4], [k/4] represents an integer

division, in which only the integral part of the quotient is kept and any fractional part 

is discarded.

Since both k and t vary within [0,7], they can be represented by:

A' = p x 4 + .v; t = q x 4 + y .Y, y e [0. 3];

(7)

Hence, Equation (6) can be rearranged into:

COS

0

. 
when P = q-

otherwise.
(8)

Since both b^(k,t) and bs (k,t) are the family of basis functions within [0,7], a linear 

relationship can be established as given below:

(9)

The above equation can also be presented in a matrix form:
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(10)

2(0,0) 2(0.1) 

2( 1,0) 2( 1, 1 )

. 2(0,7)\

\ 2(7,0) 2(7.1) ... 2(7,7)/ 

where [/I] can be determined in advance since it only involves the basis functions.

In the following part, we will start from Equation (1) and take advantage of Equation 

(10) to represent the DCT coefficients of block B by the DCT coefficients of its four 

sub-blocks. In this way, better quality images are extracted by using only DC 

coefficients of smaller blocks in JPEG domain without involving full decompression 

oflDCT.

Firstly, if we consider the sub-blocks of B (i.e. 4 by 4 pixels) as given in Equation (3), 

their DCT coefficients can be represented as follows:

(11)

XCOS
2x4

\)un\ f(2/ + \)rn 
cos

2x4

On the other hand, by considering Equations (4) and (9), Equation (1) can be 

rearranged into:
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(12) 

Let:

i'.j'.f'.c/ e [0, 3] 
where

u/u/,f e [0, 1].

Equation (12) can be further arranged into:

I 3 ( 14>

y-(u- c/4 * /-/

x V~^ y^ y\ r, £'4 + <:/)<
c-^H /-O

Considering Equations (8) and (11), we have:
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0

x x

when p — d & q — e 

otherwise

(17)

when p — d & q — e

0 otherwise, 

where & stands for the logic AND operation.

Since i = p4 + i',i' e [0,3] and /?e[0,l] is essentially equivalent to: / mod 4 and 

i e [0,7], which can be applied to all variables includingy,/and g, thus Equation (14) 

can be rewritten as:

c( / mod 4) c( g mod 4)

e'
(/mod 4, #mod4)

/'-*![(/ 4] (16)

( / mod 4, <;/ mod 4 ).

Equation (16) can also be represented in matrix form, which is given below:
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li
,-, 
<-

01 
li

(17)- li v - li

where [CB (u,v)],[a'(u,f)],[a'(v,g)] are all 8 by 8 square matrices and each C™ is 

a 4 by 4 square matrix. Since u, v,f, and g are independent variables and they all vary 

within the same range, «'(",/) and cc'(v,g) can be represented by a single matrix 

[a] from Equation (10). Therefore, Equation (17) can be finally simplified as:

,-,()<) ,-,01 
l~ A' (.. I

[7] T . (18)

Given a block of DCT coefficients by JPEG compressed images, the DCT coefficients 

of its sub-block can be obtained by rearranging Equation (18) into the following:

09)

where [or]" 1 and [a]T ~ l can be pre-calculated in advance since they are only related to 

the basis functions.

Table 4.1 lists all parameter values for [a] '. Similar operations can be carried out to 

obtain the DCT coefficients of 2 by 2 from blocks of 4 by 4 and eventually the DCT 

coefficients of 1 by 1 from blocks of 2 by 2. Their corresponding parameter matrix 

values are given in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

Table 4.1. Parameter matrix A for decomposition of 8 by 8 into 4 by 4

0.5
0
0
0
0.5
0
0
0

0.45.1 !
0.2074

-0.0373
0.0114

-0.4531
0.207')
0.0373
00114

0
0.5
0
0
0

-0.5
0
0

-0.1541
0.3455
0.25Mi

-0.04SS
0.15')l
0.3')55

-0.25(id
-0.04XX

0
0
0.5
0
0
0
0.5
0

O.HKi.i

-0.1762
0.3841
0.2452

-O.IOfv
-O.I7f>2
-0.3S4I

0.2452

0

0
(}
0.5
0
0
II

-0.5

-O.IWOI

0.13X4
-0.1X77

0.4324
0.0401
0.13X4
0.1X77
0.4324
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As a result, the proposed Algorithm 2 for direct content access to JPEG compressed 

images can be designed to have the following two steps: Step 1: Given a block of 8 by 

8 DCT coefficients for a JPEG compressed image file, calculate four DC coefficients, 

C°° (0,0), C° l (0,0), C 1B° (0,0) and C^1 (0,0) via Equation (19) and Table 4.1.

For higher image quality, another algorithm (Algorithm 3) can be designed by simply 

repeating the decomposing procedure to obtain DC coefficients for the next smaller 

blocks of 2 by 2 pixels (Table 4.2). Since decomposition of 1 by 1 pixel block will 

produce a fully decompressed image, there is no need to carry on the design of the 

direct content access algorithm in JPEG compressed images that way (Table 4.3).

Table 4.2. Parameter matrix A for decomposition of 4 by 4 into 2 by 2

0.5 04(i I'> 0 -0. l (M.i
0 01') M 0.3 0.4ft I')
0.5 -0.4ft 1 1 > 0 0. \v\.\
o o I9i.i  0.5 a4fti 1)

Table 4.3. Parameter matrix A for decomposition of 2 by 2 into 1 by 1

0.5 (».5 
0.5 -0.5

The analysis of the computational costs reveals that Algorithm 1 is the most efficient, 

since only one DC coefficient is needed for the image extraction. Also, a higher cost 

has to be incurred as the block of 8 by 8 pixels is decomposed into smaller sub-blocks 

of 4 by 4, or 2 by 2 pixels. Specific comparisons with the full decompression are 

shown in Table 4.4, from which it can be seen that the computing cost of all the 

proposed algorithms is significantly smaller than that of full decompression.

Table 4.4. Technique processing cost comparisons

Techniques compared Number Number of Total
of additions multiplication*

Standard full decompression 4032 4<W6 SI2S
Algorithm-1 01 1
Alyorithm-2 320 256 576
Al^orithm-3 36.X 288
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Further, even with all the computing cost added together for the proposed Algorithm 

1, Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3, the computing cost is still significantly lower than 

that of full decompression. Therefore, when the entire population of the images inside 

a visual database has to be accessed, searched and compared, any one of the proposed 

algorithms in this section will perform substantially better than the existing 

approaches, which have to go through full decompression before any image analysis 

algorithm developed in pixel domain is performed. Additional benefits can also be 

obtained for the proposed algorithms when users need to browse significant numbers 

of images inside the database. In this case, the algorithms would not incur full 

decompression but allow users to identify the content features based on the extracted 

approximated images.

Experimental Analysis

To assess the proposed algorithms, the fundamental question to be asked is: is the 

extracted image able to preserve the content feature and be good enough for image 

indexing and content-based retrieval? Under this context, the experiments are 

designed into two phases. The first phase is a comprehensive image quality evaluation 

by using the fully decompressed images as a benchmark. The second phase is to apply 

the proposed algorithms to do content-based image indexing and retrieval on an image 

database of around 10,000 images. Again, using the fully decompressed image search 

as the benchmark to assess the experimental results. That is, the same indexing 

technique is applied to the same image database but using the varying levels of 

reconstruction and accessing accuracy of the retrieved images. In this way, it is the 

hope that the experimental results could be sufficiently constructive and indicative of 

the performances of the proposed algorithms.

To measure the quality of the directly extracted image, the best way is to use its fully 

decompressed counterpart as a benchmark to calculate its PSNR (peak signal-to- 

noise-ratio) values. In order to provide an over-all picture, 10 image samples are 

manually selected from various groups of images inside the test database, and then 

their PSNR values were calculated. In fact, the test image database is established via 

the ImageHunter, WEB-based image search software developed at Glamorgan, which 

is downloadable from (http://imaging.comp.glam.ac.uk).With this software, all images 

stored in JPEG format on the WEB can be indexed and searched. The URL is kept as
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entries to establish an image database. Table 4.5 summarises all the PSNR values for 

the 10 test images. From all the figures the following observations can be made:

  In terms of PSNR values, the image quality achieved by Algorithm 1 is 22.54 

dB on average. In comparison with those figures for Algorithms 2 and 3, the 

average increase is only around 4 dB between different algorithms. This 

clearly suggests that the majority of image content has been preserved by the 

extracted image at the level of Algorithm 1. Therefore, from the cost-effective 

point of view, one has to be cautious when a decision is made about which 

algorithm is to be used to extract the image content for indexing and retrieval, 

since the increase of decibel in PSNR values is very limited.

  The PSNR values achieved by all algorithms vary among images. This could 

suggest that the selection of the content access and extraction algorithm might 

be related to what type of images are to be retrieved and what type of query 

image has been used. The general trend, from the analysis of the experiment, 

can be established such that search on smaller details may require higher 

PSNR valued images, such as small object, shape and edges etc. Yet for other 

features such as colour and texture, the Algorithm 1 extracted image is 

sufficient. Therefore, practical application of the proposed algorithms may 

require an adaptive mechanism to link the quality issue to the type of image 

content being searched.

While PSNR values indicate the mathematical differences between pixels of the 

extracted image and the fully decompressed one, it often fails to reflect the sensitivity 

of different local regions in our human visual systems. In other words, the same value 

of difference may have different perceptional roles depending on their local 

surroundings. To this end, we also selected three popular image samples to illustrate a 

visual comparison and inspection of all those extracted images by the proposed 

algorithms. Specific details are presented in Figure 4.1, where the quality of each 

extracted image can be visually inspected to see whether the content feature can be 

preserved or not.
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Table 4.5. PSNR comparisons for 10 test image samples

No. of 
samples

1
->

3
4
5
6
7
8
0

10

Average

I>SNK (JB) by 
Algorithm 1

25»N
2 7 ..12
I').7I
21. XI
22.20
I 1 ). < >( >
244"

22. S4
I').h5
21.74
22.54

I'SNK ulB 1 In 
Algorithm 2

2S.4M
.10.77
20.X5
23J7
24. Xh
22.5')
27. .17
25,'Xi
22 5d
24.70
25 15

I'SNR UiB> b\ 
Algorithm .1

.52.2.1

.15.26
2.1. .'5
25.M
2S.VO

27.40
.11.54
2 l).7d

27.0.1
2S.S7
2 l).00

The second phase of the experiments involves applying the proposed techniques to 

some existing feature-based image indexing and retrieval algorithms and evaluate 

how good they are in comparison with the same indexing techniques but based on 

fully decompressed images. Without losing generality, one colour-based indexing and 

retrieval algorithm is implemented to carry out the experiments. The colour based 

indexing algorithm is drawn from the recent work by Gevers and Theo (GeveOO 

TheoOO). Although a number of invariant colour keys are proposed in the reference, 

the {C4 C5 C6 } space is selected to construct the histogram and the key for image 

search. Details are given as follows:

Ci{RGB}

C\{RGB}

R- G

(20)

where {RGB} represents the original image colour space {red, green, blue}.
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To construct a histogram, the extracted image or the fully decompressed image is 

firstly converted into {C4 C5C6 } space, and then each direction C, is divided into four 

equal length sections k e [0,3]. By simply counting the number of times each colour

(d)
Figure 4.1. Visual comparison of typical image samples, (a) Directly extracted

images by Algorithm 1; (b) Directly extracted images by Algorithm 2; (c) Directly
extracted images by Algorithm 3; (d) fully decompressed images.
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space occurs inside the sections, a histogram can be constructed as given below:

= f/({Q A| D {OGA} "i {G 6A|)
(1 ' ~ .V x )

(21)

where rj stands for the counting operation and X x F the size of the image. 

Table 4.6. Test results for colour-based retrieval accuracy

Techniques compared

Full 1DCT
Algorithm- 1 
AI>jorithni-2
Algorithm-3

Rimk-lC'd)

70.00
hO.OO 
5 1 .43
67.14

R;uik-2("»)

5.X.57
52.S(> 
50.00
64.2 1-)

Rank-31 "<i)

55.71
47.14
4S.57
fO.Sft

Rank-4(".,)

54.2 L)
55.71 
4S.57
hi. 43

Rank-5(".,)

68.57
47.14 
54.29
60.00

Table 4.6 summarizes all the test results when the colour-based indexing algorithm is 

applied to both the extracted images and the fully decompressed images. The 

experiments are carried out using the same means of psychophysical testing (coxOO). 

For each query and retrieving process, percentage of perceived similarity is recorded 

to indicate the accuracy. The rank value simply indicates the position of each similar 

image being retrieved, i.e. rank-1 corresponds to the first position in the ordered list. 

The following observations can be made from both experiments and the figures 

illustrated in Table 4.6:

  The Algorithm 1 is capable of achieving close figures in comparison with that 

offullIDCT.

  Further complexity increase to Algorithm 2 does not seem to have any 

significant improvement over Algorithm 1. Rather, the figures achieved 

among all ranks are actually lower than that of Algorithm 1. Further analysis 

of the histogram figures reveal that the results are relative to the colour 

indexing technique adopted. With Algorithm 1, due to the reduced resolution 

among each block, the histogram obtained has more centralized elements, 

which makes the retrieval more differentiable.
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  Algorithm 3 is very close to the results achieved by full IDCT. In fact, except 

rank-1, the Algorithm 3 performs better than full IDCT in terms of the 

relevancy figures. In specific experiments, it also noticeable on some 

occasions that algorithm 3 retrieve images with higher similarity than that of 

the full IDCT.

While image retrieval is highly dependent on features extracted, it can be concluded 

from the experiments that the proposed image extraction algorithms do provide solid 

foundation for content-based image indexing and retrieval, yet the benefits obtained in 

terms of computing cost and processing speed is enormous since no full 

decompression is required. Considering the fact that images available on the WWW 

are already in compressed format and majority of them are not indexed, the proposed 

techniques could play important roles for any content management and visual 

information retrieval on the WWW.
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4.3 Adaptive and Weighted

The pseudo-pixel technique described above has illustrated how good indexing keys 

produced for pixel-based techniques can be when using only a fraction of the 

information. Presented here are two techniques that maximise the quality of the 

indexing keys whilst disregarding as much information as possible. The adaptive 

technique is also important as it offers excellent performance in the areas of Video 

and Still transcoding (converting image formats / qualities on the fly).

Various systems have already been proposed which work in pixel domain, i.e. directly 

on original uncompressed images (see related work chapter). After the standard basic 

compression is removed from a JPEG image file the data is stored in 8 by 8 blocks of 

transformed coefficients. It is possible to capitalise on the features of these blocks to 

produce an efficient system. As the majority of the image energy is compacted into 

the DC coefficient (top left) and some of the AC coefficients along the frequency 

bands (nels91) (Figure 4.2), all the coefficients can be ranked according to their 

position inside the block. Due to the nature of the scheme those coefficients that can 

be classed as insignificant are often assigned a value of zero and can be ignored 

completely.

AC 63

Figure 4.2 JPEG Zigzag scanning

Depending on the application, the majority of the coefficients need not be used 

(jianOl). When only content description (pent94) is required, partial decoding 

(zhan95) can be performed to approximate the pixel information and construct 

indexing keys. It must be remembered that a perfect reconstruction of the image is not
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necessary, indexing keys attempt to sum-up the contents of an image in compact 

description. As a lot of data is already lost in this transformation the essence of the 

image can be distilled by using only the data necessary to complete the key. Losses in 

terms of reconstructed quality have little effect on the quality of the generated keys as 

texture based methods focus mainly on the distribution of pixel intensities within a 

relatively small neighbourhood and not over the whole image.

The simplest way of extracting in this manner is to keep the first few coefficients and 

ignore the rest of them. This is referred to partial IDCT (Inverse Direct Cosine 

Transform) or partial decoding of JPEG images. Under this condition, the partial 

IDCT can be worked out to achieve significant savings in terms of processor time.

The idea of performing texture indexing in the JPEG compressed domain is not new 

(zhan95), however recent developments in computer hardware and necessity allow 

texture based keys to provide an interim solution to the retrieval problem and support 

future composite indexing keys. Thus, the approaches focus on improving the 

approximated image quality for key generation, and the accuracy of its content 

description relating to the original JPEG image, whilst minimising computing cost. It 

is hoped that the technology will be compact enough to allow its use on personal 

imaging devices such as digital cameras in the future.

Proposed Methods

The proposed adaptive procedures have been introduced to radically improve 

throughput by dynamically determining: (1) how many coefficients should be 

included in the partial IDCT; (2) which coefficients should be included and (3) what 

weighting should be added to those coefficients for the partial IDCT. The advantage 

of such an adaptive process is that the algorithms can have full control over the pixel 

information being extracted inside the DCT domain, extracting information necessary 

to ensure only the quality of the texture keys extracted. The proposed methods are 

based solely on the original IDCT, i.e. no optimisations have been made. It is
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expected that future work will reveal even more competitive processing costs when 

the systems are exploited further.

Texture Key Generation

To test the performance of the image-indexing algorithms in the DCT domain, 

texture-based indexing is applied to both the partially decoded images and the fully 

decoded images. For each pixel inside the image or the partially decoded image, 

texture information is extracted by comparing the intensity value of the pixel with that 

of its eight surrounding pixels. This LBP technique (local binary partition) (smit96) is 

illustrated in Figure 4.3.

Each input image is processed as 3x3 blocks. Each centroid pixel P is examined with 

its eight surrounding pixels to see if it is greater in intensity than its neighbours. If it is 

greater a bit value of 1 is stored, otherwise a bit value of 0 will be stored. In this way, 

the eight results can be stored in a single byte, which can be illustrated as follows:

\\\
bo

b.

b6

-    

b,

P

b 5

b2

b3

b,

\\\
//P>b*

State (P) = bk =-
V k s[0,7]

Figure 4.3 LBP texture map

A histogram can be constructed by counting the number of times that each state of P 

is equal to an integer value varying from 1 to the total number of pixels inside the 

image. This is given as follows:

' XxY
O V*eQ=[0,255] (1)

It is worth noting that further gains can be made by processing the keys generated 

(galb02) so that they can represent the image more efficiently. In addition, more
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indexing key techniques can also be added to improve the retrieving performance, 

which has been left for further work since the concern here is to prove that images 

partially reconstructed specifically for indexing yield good results.

JPEG DCT

Elaborating, the JPEG DCT is the transformation of a K x K image block from the 

special domain into the DCT Domain. Typically K = 8 for still image and 16 for video 

coding. Via DCT each input block is decomposed into a series of 64 waveforms, each 

with a particular spectral frequency. These waveforms compose the 64 DCT basis 

functions as illustrated in figure 4.4.

The DCT is often expressed mathematically as:

ya = ' 2-1- xv cos( J ) cos(16 16

where k, 1=0, 1 , . . . , 7 and (2)

I otherwise

The inverse DCT or IDCT can be derived from the DCT equation (2) and requires 

nearly the same computations. In terms of the number of additions and multiplications 

it can be seen from the equation and table 4.4 that the IDCT is fairly costly, 

considering that in a standard 1024 x 768 image there is 12288 8x8 blocks.

Generally, the JPEG DCT coefficients are processed along a zigzag route, from top 

left to bottom right (figure 4.4). This system facilitates further image compression as 

most of the block energy are stored in the top left of the coefficients (low frequency 

data) contain significant values and those coefficients towards the mid and end of the 

block frequently contain nil values (figure 4.5 shows this diminishing probability). As
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the blocks typically contain these insignificant values (figure 4.6) considerable 

computational savings can be made if processing only the significant coefficients.

Adaptive Decoding

The adaptive method incorporates two distinctive features. These address the number 

of coefficients required, and the areas in which those coefficients are based.

Using the quantised DCT outputs the number of coefficients to be used is determined 

by the analysis of the block. As the quantised coefficients contain non-zero values if 

significant, a count of these can be used. Merely knowing how many coefficients are 

significant does not in itself provide any means to perform faster decompression; 

whole blocks still have to be traversed in the usual IDCT manner. Improved 

performance is gained by using the number of significant coefficients to determine the 

number of coefficients that are required for texture extraction.

II II III
ill

i.o-

§

2
OJ

0.0-
I

32 
Zigzag Index

64

Figure 4.5 Nonzero probabilities for 
AC coefficients

Figure 4.4: DCT Basis functions (8x8 array)

Previous work (hamp97) has shown that the probability of significance diminishes 

greatly after the 32nd coefficient (along the zigzag route - see figure 4.5) and 

frequently high values are clustered along the top and left edges of the coefficient
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block (Figure 4.6). Therefore depending on the activity of the block the number of 

coefficients to process can be defined according to the probability of them being 

significant. In essence it is quantising the coefficient count. Preliminary 

experimentation indicates that classifying the significant coefficient count into one of 

five categories provided enough resolution to reconstruct images satisfactorily. These

u m unfflijuojiiiiLD

Figure 4.6: Typical DCT Coefficients low 
activity (left) and high activity (right)

12 3 4 5 Regions

.£>

.5

o
£0.5-
g
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\
Vr i

3 32 64
Zigzag Index

Figure 4.7: Coefficient Regions

five categories cover the ranges 0-8, 9-15, 16-24, 25-35 and 36-64. As illustrated in 

figure 4.7 these cover the majority of significant coefficients. These ranges were 

chosen to provide more resolution for higher probabilities and a larger range for low 

probabilities. After analysis based on the category in which the coefficient block falls, 

the algorithm will process 4, 8,16,24 or 36 coefficients in the decoding stage.

As the maximum number of coefficients processed is 36, the worst-case scenario still 

requires only 56% of the computing cost than full IDCT. This coefficient count could 

be used in the IDCT to limit the number of coefficients along the zigzag route. 

Traversing the coefficients in this manner gathers sufficient low-frequency 

information to reconstruct the image block with reasonable accuracy, however a large 

number of higher frequency data may be ignored, especially when using the lower 

ranges of coefficients. Figure 4.7 illustrates this trend along with the alternative route;
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notice how in this example although both return the same number of coefficients, the 

adaptive method includes a wider frequency range of coefficients. The reason for 

including these frequencies is discussed in detail later.

It is important to bear in mind that the proposed method does not perform analysis for 

each of the image blocks. Using the statistics gathered from the initial block the 

algorithm processes sequential blocks in the same manner as the first. The number of 

blocks processed using predicted coefficient information can be varied, for the 

proposed system 7 was used. This figure represents a 32 x 16 area within the final 

image (using common 4 to 1 Y sampling ratio). Hence the initial, even if minor, 

overhead of analysing the coefficients is discounted from the much larger 

computational savings.

n a M b n c
Figure 4.9: Regions used by adaptive algorithm

Figure 4.8: Route Example, coefficients (top), 
zigzag (bottom left) and adaptive (bottom right)

During this analysis stage the distribution of the coefficients is also noted. Using these 

as a foundation, three regions are defined as illustrated in figure 4.9. These regions 

cater for coefficients lying primarily along the zigzag, (a), the top edge (b) and the left 

edge (c).

The statistics gathered from the block allow the partial IDCT mechanism to process 

the block in such a manner that the best results will be obtained from it. This partial 

IDCT has three modes of function, each processing up to the desired number of 

coefficients. The first decodes the pixel information in the traditional zigzag manner. 

The second and third modes process the coefficients from top to bottom and left to 

right respectively.
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The performance of this mechanism is inherently faster than the traditional IDCT. The 

estimation process does cause some significant coefficients to be ignored; however 

these cause virtually no loss in quality. One major benefit of this system is that the 

statistics gathered from one block can be applied to the next several blocks. This 

prediction can make further savings to computer costs as neighbouring pixels often 

have similar values (andr86, bran96).

DC Weighting

As discussed earlier, the bulk of the pixel information stored in DCT coefficients is 

the top-left corner. This area of the coefficient block contains low-frequency 

information, which increases to high frequency along the zigzag route to the bottom- 

right. As most blocks contain mainly low-frequency information they can be fairly 

accurately reconstructed using only a fraction of the coefficients. Although 

computationally cheap, there are of course other costs. The lack of high frequency 

information results in smooth distributions of pixel information (see figure 4.la 

compared to 4.1 b). Using just the first four coefficients (DC, ACi, ACi, ACs) for 

reconstruction, output blocks show certain features. These blocks exhibit properties 

that suggest the 4 by 4 quarters of the 8 by 8 block contain very similar pixel values 

(penn93). This has a large bearing in relation to using texture extraction.

As the LBP texture extraction process operates using a 3 by 3 window, linear features 

within the reconstructed image will affect results greatly. Considering that the binary 

result produced is based on the target pixels intensities being greater or lesser than the 

centroid pixel, then data gathered will consist of very large amounts of a particular 

type of feature.

Figure 4.10 Regions used in weighting method
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To increase the variance of the blocks to improve texture generation the first four 

coefficients are modified. The initial block of coefficients, excluding the first four 

coefficients, is divided into six areas. The coefficients in each of these regions are 

summed and added to one of the first three AC coefficients (see Figure 4.10).

The block is then processed in the usual manner, using only the first four, now 

modified, coefficients.

Experimental Analysis

In the experiment design, the two algorithms, adaptive decoding and weighted 

decoding, were benchmarked against keys produced via full decompression. The test 

images were each processed in the same way without any optimisations or pre 

processing. The system analysed the images and generated the keys off-line to avoid 

time-consuming real-time key generation   achieving benefits similar to caching 

frequently used keys. A suitable demonstration platform was developed and a 

database of over 10,000 images was processed in this way, resulting in 3 sets of 

texture keys.

Ten query images were selected at random, simulating the demands placed on a 

general-purpose image retrieval system. 50 volunteers were asked to rank the results 

of each query image for each algorithm. The scoring system involved the volunteer 

ranking the first five hits generated from the query image, with a score between 1 and 

5 (5 being a very good match). These perceived relevancy results were then calculated 

as overall percentages for each of the decoding algorithms, which are summarised in 

Table 4.7. The following equations summarise the process:

r (/) = (--)*ioo (4)
n
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where k is the number of images in the set, Sp is the score (between 1 and 5), Ep(i) is 

the average score for rank i for all images in the set. Tp is the average rank score 

expressed as a percentage (n is the maximum score allocated, i.e. 5 for [1-5] range), 

Tr is the average rank score for all participants, p is the index of each individual 

participant and jc the total number of participants.

Table 4.7 shows how much the alternative methods differ from the original. Little 

emphasis should be placed on the exact magnitude of these values, which suggest that 

the proposed methods perform better than the original, as the test is entirely 

perceptual. However, these results can be interpreted as indicating that the 

performance of all the systems is very similar in terms of retrieval accuracy. All at a 

lower processing cost than full IDCT (Table 4.8).

As the database contained a large amount of random images, further experiments were 

carried out to perform searches on known images. Some 192 images were captured of 

people, objects and scenery with a digital camera. These contained several pictures of 

the same object, taken from several angles, filling various parts of the frame. There 

were some sixteen objects in the image set, each with twelve variants. Each method 

was tested and rated on how many of the 16 image variants were returned in the top 

twelve hits. The results varied between the proposed and benchmark algorithms but 

insignificantly between their variants. For images of a particular scene, all algorithms 

returned good results, often returning the complete set of 12 images. All systems 

faltered in scenes where the camera was rotated between shots and this was a result 

caused by the lack of rotational invariance present in the LBP technique. It is 

suggested by the results that these poor results are caused primarily by the limitations 

in the texture keys and not by the partially reconstructed images (smit96).

The success of the proposed algorithms makes them ideal in the generation of fast 

indexing keys or as part of larger composite keys. The retrieval accuracy of the keys 

in general is good, however the lack of rotational invariance (on low frequency 

scenes) can limit their usefulness. Other techniques such as colour space (feng02, 

jianOl) can be used to improve retrieval accuracy as they do not have the limitations 

of the LBP technique. Figure 4.11 illustrates the reconstructed images from each 

technique. Notice how the Adaptive reconstruction bears close resemblance to the
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original Full IDCT image, and how the weighted reconstruction seems to contain 

more 'depth' than the 4 coefficient reconstruction.

4 Coefficient Reconstruction Weighted Reconstruction

Original Peppers Image Adaptive Reconstruction 

Figure 4.11 Sample pepper images for each technique

Processing costs are measured by counting the number of additions, multiplications 

and storage use (memory) within the software implementation for the decoding and 

indexing of each image block. These provide a simple and reliable way of calculating 

the CPU requirements regardless of the development platform as processor speed and 

operating system overheads do not affect the overall results.
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Table 4.7 Perceived Retrieval Relevancies

Algorithm
IDCT

Adaptive
Weighted

Rank 1%
78
76
68

Rank 2%
72
52
68

Rank 3%
68
56
64

Rank 4%
68
84
72

Rank 5%
52
80
50

Table 4.8 Comparisons of IDCT cost

Algorithm
IDCT
Adaptive (avgs)
Weighted

Multiplications
4096
1344
256

Additions
4032
1137
320

Storage
64
68
64

4.4 DCT Domain Techniques 

Neural DCT Keys

This section describes the proposed approach focusing on using the DCT coefficients 
directly to generate Neural Network based keys. In comparison -with the existing 
compressed domain schemes, this approach has the advantage that no IDCT 
operations need be performed; hence, no decoding is necessary after the JPEG 

Huffman stage.

Given an image, the first operation towards compression in JPEG is to divide the 

image into blocks of 8 x 8 pixels, and then apply the following DCT to each block 

and transform the pixel information into DCT domain.

y yx, cosi' •' • V
;=o y=o

(6)

where k, 1=0, 1 , . . . , 7 and

Ti ifk = °
I otherwise

As a result, the 64 pixels are transformed into a series of 64 coefficients; each 

represents a particular spatial frequency.
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The inverse DCT can be derived from equation (2) and nearly the same computations 

are required. The number of additions and multiplications are summarised as 4096 

multiplications and 4032 additions. It can be shown that the pixel block reconstruction 

is costly; for an image of 1024 x 768 pixels, there would be 12288 8x8 blocks. The 

system attempts to remove completely the need to perform any IDCT or partial IDCT 

thus making significant processing savings.

As coefficients contain a spatial representation of the image blocks there is a direct 

correlation between their values and the actual pixel data they represent. It has been 

shown that this coefficient information can be used to describe rough object shape, 

sub band properties and colour distribution (ngo98). To this end the proposed system 

uses the coefficient information to describe the content of the complete image and 

form an indexing key.

The main problem lies in generating a suitable and usable indexing key. Although 

there is correlation between the DCT coefficients and actual pixel value, the link is 

somewhat unclear without the inverse DCT transform. There is no easy way to 

describe image content from the DCT coefficients directly, in fact, at most it can be 

estimated if the pixel block is smooth or noisy using the numbers of significant high- 

frequency coefficients. To solve this problem some mechanism is needed which could 

recognise patterns in the data and record them in an efficient network key. The nature 

of the Neural Network to process stochastic data makes it an ideal technology to solve 

this problem. Neural Networks use simple processing structures that operate together 

to reach an outcome, they require the use of a learning phase to train the network prior 

to its use.

Figure 4.12 The 64 neurones and weight layer structure
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Certain problems that are difficult or impractical to solve using traditional 

programming techniques can be easily tackled in a neural network (chun94). A 

number of neural networks exist; Jiang (jian97) describes many Neural Network 

variants for image applications, among which the competitive learning model can be 

regarded as the most important foundations for all neural networks applied to image 

compression. The use of the network for image indexing can be seen as the 

application of vector quantisation neural network to the DCT coefficient domain.

As in all Neural Networks, the competitive learning network contains neurones, 

interconnections and weights. The layout of the neural network used to solve the 

image indexing problem can be illustrated in Figure 4.12, loosely based on the classic 

general competitive learning algorithm as described by Chung and Lee (chun94).

Huffman Decode & 
De-Quantise Block

Output index key 

I '
End

Fig 4.13 Neural Network Learning Phase
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The competitive learning network designed for indexing consists of two layers, the 

input and output. This particular design contains no interconnections to maximise 

calculation speed. This partially connected network runs un-supervised, automatically 

training itself as it processes the image data. Each image is processed and the structure

of the network is used as 

the indexing key. Figure 

4.13 contains a 

comprehensive flowchart 

description of the feature

Fig 4.14. Memory effect - Reduced Learning Rate extraction a,gOnthm.

Each of the 64-neurone outputs is compared to the input values and its score stored. 

This is a distance calculation which measures the closeness of the output value to the 

input value. The winner of the competition is the neurone that has the smallest 

difference, i.e. bears the closest resemblance to the input node. The winning node is 

then used by the learning routine to update the network. Three operations occur, the 

output node update, weight update and adaptive learning.

The output update calculation is a simple multiplication of the input node value and 

the weight on the node. It must be noted that only the winning output node retains the 

weighted value, all the others remain unchanged. This way the most important 

features are recorded.

The successful node is rewarded by the update of its weighting value. This is 

performed via a scaling or learning rate. The learning rate controls how quickly or 

slowly the network responds to change. The operation for this adjustment is outlined 

below:

(7)

where x is the new weight value, b the original weight, a the input value and s a 

scaling value (or learning rate). The learning value is initially set to 0.01 (1%), 

however this arbitrary figure is soon modified automatically. The network was
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designed to eliminate the need for user defined parameters such as transfer functions 

and starting weights. This would let the network adjust itself in an attempt to increase 

its performance.

To ensure that the network responds dynamically to the input data an adaptive 

learning routine is used. This routine is analogous to the effects of learning on an 

organic neurone. The more times the neurone outputs correct results, the lower its 

learning rate needs to be. This is more apparent in simulated annealing (chun95, 

jian97) where the rate is reduced during the training process. Figure 4.14 illustrates 

this process; the valley represents the global minima and the sides have various local 

minima. The arrows represent the large jumps facilitated by an equally large learning 

rate. As the network learns (a thru c) and becomes more accurate the learning rate is 

decreased so that the jumps are small and the neurone has a higher chance of reaching 

the global minima. This can be seen as a memory function to prevent the network 

moving away from good results. This adaptive learning rate or memory function is 

performed by measuring the input layer value with the output layer value. This 

percentage difference is then used to adjust the individual learning rate on the node. 

The percentage is classified into one of four ranges, and the rate is modified 

appropriately (table 4.9). The benefit of having individual neurone learning rates is 

that each neurone can respond quickly to the data they receive and not affect the 

learning of the other neurones (outside the influence of the competitive learning). This 

increases the consistency of the results of the network by reducing error caused by 

having too many parameters.

Table 4.9 The Classification Ranges and Modifiers

Percentage Value
0-25

25-50

50-75

75-100

Rate Modifier

-10%

-1%

+1%

+10%

The winning node calculation and the weight updates can be illustrated using the 

following code:
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Calculate Winner

For counter = 0 To 63

score (counter) = Abs(Outputs(counter) - (Inputs(counter) * Weights(counter)))

If score (counter) < score(HighestWinner) Then
HighestWinner = counter 

End If

Next counter

WinningNode = HighestWinner

Update Weights

originalvalue = Outputs(WinningNode)

Weights(WinningNode) += LearningRate(WinningNode) *
(Weights(WinningNode) - Inputs (WinningNode))

Outputs(WinningNode) += Inputs (WinningNode) * Weights(WinningNode) 

percentdiff= 100 - ((originalvalue / Outputs(winner, ])) * 100)

Select Case Abs(percentdiff)
Case 0 To 25: LearningRate (WinningNode) *= 0.9 
Case 25 To 50: LearningRate (WinningNode) *= 0.99 
Case 50 To 75: LearningRate (WinningNode) *= 1.01 
Case 75 To 100: LearningRate (WinningNode) *= 1.1

End Select

Experimental Results

Ten query images were selected at random, simulating the demands placed on a 

general-purpose image retrieval system. 30 volunteers were asked to rank the results 

of each query image for each algorithm. The scoring system involved the volunteer to 

rank the first five hits generated from the query image, with a score between 1 and 5 

(5 a good match). These perceived relevancy results were then calculated as overall 

percentages for each of the decoding algorithms. The following equations summarise 

the process:
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n

(8)

(9)

p(0 (10)

where k is the number of images in the set, Sp is the score (between 1 and 5), Ep(i) is 

the average score for rank / for all images in the set. Tp is the average rank score 

expressed as a percentage (n is the maximum score allocated, i.e. 5 for [1-5] range), 

Tr is the average rank score for all participants, p is the index of each individual 

participant and x the total number of participants.

Table 4.10 shows the results of the Neural Network based keys when compared with 

the partially decoded colour and texture algorithms described in Jiang (jian97). Table 

4.11 shows the costs of the various algorithms. Figure 4.15 shows an example query, 

the Neural Network keys were used to retrieve images similar to the query (top) 

image. The top 20 similar images are shown.

Table 4.10. Perceived relevance of first 5 hits

Algorithm

Colour

Texture

Neural

Rank

1%

60

62

65

Rank

2%

53

80

73

Rank

3%

47

80

72

Rank

4%

50

72

66

Rank

5%

54

76

73

Table 4.11. Indexing operation costs per block (+ decoding)

Method

Colour

Texture LBP

Neural 

Network

Multiplications

388

520

69

Additions

580

1736

68
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Genetic Algorithm Design

This section describes the use of a Genetic Algorithm to process DCT data into 
searchable indexing keys.

Traditionally, image databases have been indexed by lexicon keys based on the user's 

visual perception of the image. These textual descriptions can be somewhat limited in 

describing the content and are often limited to a number of keywords. Colour, shape 

and texture based retrieval systems have all had some success in terms of the quality 

of results produced (mand99), however most algorithms are developed in pixel 

domain (mand99, flic95, geveOO, berm99). These techniques have all had some 

degree of success but work in this field is still ongoing.

The Direct Cosine Transform (DCT) 

used in JPEG and MPEG 

compression is very successful at 

decorrelating and concentrating the 

energy of pixel data into spatial 

domain. In this format the 

information lends itself to lossy 

quantisation and compression in a 

manner that is almost invisible to the 

Human Visual System. A feature of 

these coefficients (figure 4.16) is that 

they represent some texture features 

and complexity of an image without 

conversion back to pixel domain.
Fig 4.15. Search by Example Output Result

This way sufficient data can be extracted to generate pixel keys directly in the 

compressed domain, thus saving a substantial amount of processing cost and 

complexity. Problems exist, not in how to obtain the coefficients from a compressed 

image but how to handle the extracted data.
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An indexing key serves to represent a small description of an image. Basic image 

information such as colour, size and bit-depth is very easy to store however it does not 

contain very much detail. On the other hand, texture information contains a lot of 

detail but it is very difficult to store efficiently (reev97). To this end a lot of image 

indexing problem solving is based on an efficient means of converting a lot of 

description data into an accurate but succinct key. A frequently used technique is 

quantisation; it allows data to be partitioned into less-detailed regions. Despite only 

containing a subset of the original data, the general patterns remain, maintaining the 

data's usefulness.

For many years, vector quantisation has been and remains an important processing 

stage for lossy image compression, which is typified by using only a subset of the 

original data to approximate the input image (shen96). This makes the technique ideal 

to break down the content of an image for the creation of an efficient indexing key. 

However, several problems exist with these techniques. Blind search methods, which

attempt to perform a lengthy 

search of all data points to 

determine the closest, are costly 

in terms of processing time and 

memory. It is the case that these 

methods cannot be used for 

processing any significant 

amount of data, as the computing 

cost is far too high. Focus must 

turn to non-deterministic methods 

that can achieve similar results 

with a much lower processing

Figure 4.16. Coefficient significance based on texture - cost 
smooth (A) and noisy (B) pixel distributions

Using the Darwinian ideas of the survival of the fittest and the interbreeding of fit 

parents, the Genetic Algorithm (GA) can be used as an efficient searching 

mechanism. These Algorithms operate in a more stochastic manner than traditional 

blind and heuristic search algorithms. This guided randomness often allows the
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Genetic Algorithms to find optimal solutions much quicker than their deterministic 

counterparts. The execution of such an algorithm is relatively controllable and flexible 

enough to cater for specific applications (chiuOO). The insensitivity of the Genetic 

Algorithm to initial starting conditions, allows flexibility in domains where data can 

vary considerably. Coupled with high robustness and low cost, the genetic method is 

an ideal mechanism for these processing problems. Although genetic algorithms are 

regarded as one of the strongest candidates for optimal search (jone95), few attempts 

have been made to exploit their robust features in the image processing domain. Many 

imaging related problems can be reinvestigated within this framework to produce 

novel alternative solutions. The work reported in this section serves as such an 

attempt to explore new directions of developing alternative techniques in image 

indexing.

Indexing Technique

Compressed domain image indexing and retrieval methods are receiving ever- 

increasing attention in the research community to exploit the benefits of saving 

computing cost and improved processing speed (shen96, ngo98) . As described in the 

literature review section, most existing work in the compressed domain concentrates 

on the extraction of content features from DCT coefficients. The approach proposed 

in this section focuses on using the DCT coefficients via the GA algorithm to generate 

directly the DCT texture based keys (see Figure 4.17). In comparison with the existing 

compressed domain schemes, this approach has the advantage that no IDCT 

operations need be performed; hence no decompression is necessary after the 

Huffman decoding stage.

As coefficients contain a spatial representation of the image blocks, there is a direct 

correlation between their values and the actual pixel data they represent. It has been 

shown that this coefficient information can be used to describe rough object shape, 

sub band properties and colour distribution (shen96). To this end the proposed system 

uses the coefficient information to describe the content of the complete image and 

form an indexing key. The main problem lies in generating a suitable and usable 

indexing key.
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Although there is some correlation between the DCT coefficients and actual pixel, the 

DC components reflect average energy of pixel blocks and AC components reflect 

pixel intensity changes. There is no easy way to describe image content directly from 

the DCT coefficients as they are in the transform domain.

Huffman Decode & 
De-Quantise Block

Any more blocks 
to process?

Calculate region for 
block

The proposed method attempts to categorise all the de-quantised DCT coefficients 

into one of several regions and then use one representative from each of these regions 

to produce an indexing key. This key contains the most representative coefficient 

blocks that are contained in the image. In essence the entire image is summarised into 

a set of coefficient blocks that describe its most frequently occurring features. (This

differs greatly from a 

mathematical average of the 

coefficients in that it contains 

unmodified coefficients from the 

image. Mathematical average 

keys are of very limited use as 

they generally represent a 

distorted median value. The result 

of this is a key index containing 

very similar values regardless of 

image content). To make use of 

these regions a mechanism must 

be employed to describe a 

common measurable feature of 

the DCT coefficients. As the 

texture of the pixels can be 

determined by the spread of the 

DCT frequencies, the blocks can 

be categorised using a measure of 

their smoothness. Figure 4.16 

Figure 4.17 Genetic Quantisation Phase shows typical distributions of

significant (non-zero) coefficients, the two examples are taken from two different 

texture regions. An elegant, low-cost means of this is to measure the Centre of Mass 

(COM) of the coefficient block (see figure 4.18). This calculation results in two

Perform crossover 
between block and 
representative (key)

Calculate Fitness and 
select winner

Any more blocks 
to process?
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coordinates that can be then further summarised to give the angle the block hangs as if 

suspended from a fixed point. This way the 64 coefficients can be described using a 

single angle value. Using this method, each coefficient block can be categorised by 

the angle its centre of mass makes with the top right corner. This corner is chosen 

because initial experiments showed that smoother pixel blocks have a Centre of Mass 

nearer the AC coefficient, the more noisy (higher frequency) information in the pixels 

are shifted towards the centre of the coefficient array. Therefore the angle of hang 

needs to be measured from the top-right (8,0) or the bottom-left (0,8) comers to 

indicate this difference. Depending on the content of the block's pixel values this 

angle varies from 0° thru 90°. The calculations for this measurement are as follows:

= (xM 1 +xM2+...+xMn)/(Mi+M2+...+Mn) (11)

yCOM = (yMi+yM2+. . . +yMn) / (Mi+M2+. . . +Mn) (12)

0 = tan' 1 (yCOM / (n-xCOM)) (13)

where xCOM and yCOM are the x and y distances to the COM, M is Mass and 8 is 

the angle made with the (0,0) coordinate and n is used to adjust to the correct corner 

(n = 8 for width of JPEG matrix size). This angle (6 - Figure 4.18) is then used to 

calculate fitness during the selection stage of the genetic algorithm. The closer this 

angle is to the region midpoint, the fitter the block.

 

^

f-

/̂

(0,
/

1 

Centre of Mass    

/

9 = angle of COM to horizontal

Figure 4.18. Calculation of angle using Centre of Mass

The following code illustrates how this angle is calculated, which region the block lies 

and how the winning block is chosen:
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Calculate Angle

Forycounter = 0 To 7 
For xcounter = 0 To 7

workingx += xcounter + 1 * (coefficients(xcounter, ycounter)) 
workingy + = ycounter + 1 * (coefficients(xcounter, ycounter)) 
totalmass += coefficients(xcounter, ycounter) 

Next xcounter 
Next ycounter

xdist = workingx / totalmass 
ydist = workingy / totalmass

tempcalc = ydist / (8 - xdist)
Calculate Angle = Atn(tempcalc)
Calculate Angle = CalculateHangCalc * (180/pi)

Calculate Region

Select Case Calculate Angle (coefficients)
Case 0 To JO: midpoint = 5: region = 1 
Case 10.1 To 20: midpoint = 15: region = 2 
Case 20.1 To 40: midpoint = 30: region = 3 
Case 40.1 To 42: midpoint = 41: region = 4 
Case 42.1 To 46: midpoint = 44: region = 5 
Case 46.1 To 51: midpoint = 48.5: region = 6 
Case 51.1 To 53: midpoint = 52: region = 7 
Case 53.1 To 55: midpoint = 54: region = 8 
Case 55.1 To 90: midpoint = 73: region = 9

End Select

Get Best Child

smallestvalue = 100

For counter = 1 To 4 // one for each offspring
IfAbs(Abs(Calculate Angle(Offspring(counter))) -

A bs(midpoint)) < smallestvalue Then 
smallestvalue = Abs(Abs(Calculate Angle (Offspring(counter))

- Abs (midpoint)) 
smallestindex = counter 

End If 
Next counter

Best Child = Offspring(smallestindex)
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In classical genetic algorithms genomes are represented by strings of O's and 1's. The 

proposed scheme uses a quantised DCT coefficient to represent a genome, so each 

parent contains 64 genes. Traditionally genetic algorithms operate by randomly 

selecting individual genomes from each parent to breed a new generation. The 

proposed method uses a method of creating new children that does not introduce any 

random data. Four children are produced using a single point crossover placed 

midpoint in the coefficient block. By scanning along each axis, two horizontal and 

two vertical crossovers are made (figure 4.19). This single point method was used as 

initial experimentation showed that due to the nature of the data, a simple crossover 

was enough to provide viable offspring. One of the benefits of removing mutation and 

using a fixed crossover scheme is that the crossovers and selection can be performed 

in one operation. This saves on the processing costs associated with calculating 

random probabilities for mutation and crossover.

New block

Key storage 

Figure 4.19 Crossover and Selection Example

Because it results in a great saving in terms of computational cost, this method was 

preferred as it eliminates the need of the standard mutation and multi-point crossover 

operations. In fact, experimental results showed that when these are used, in 

conjunction within the time frame of a single epoch, the results are degraded
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substantially. This is due to the algorithm not finding its global minima naturally over 

the generations and becoming stuck in outlying local minima (see compression 

section). Therefore to maximise the key quality and retrieval accuracy of the system 

variables that had the tendency to be detrimental to the performance were removed. 

The results of this are illustrated in the greatly simplified algorithm structure 

proposed. This results in a computationally efficient and consistent method to process 

each image.

The new key representative is selected from the new offspring using a fitness 

measurement. Using the same centre of mass measurement, how close the calculated 

angle is to the midpoint for the region can be calculated. The offspring selected is that 

closest to this angle (figure 4.18). The indexing key is then updated by inserting the 

offspring's gene values (pixel magnitude) unaltered into the appropriate slot. This 

process is repeated for each block in the image, this way a representative for each of 

the regions is generated and a key built up. Another benefit of this system is that not 

every block needs be processed; functioning on a sampled basis, that is only one in 

several blocks, still achieve good results.

These stages are completely avoided

DCT 
Classification

  * Key Output

Figure 4.20 Augmentation to JPEG decoder

It must be noted that the representative blocks contains 64 integer values, thus a 

balance must be made regarding the storage cost and the level of retrieval accuracy 

required. The region boundaries were initially set 10° degrees apart, accordingly 9 

regions were used. The resulting 576 byte (64 * 9) key is then used in searches. The 

optimum number of regions and boundary settings were determined through 

experimentation; these are explained in more detail later on.
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Figure 4.21 Original Regions 10° apart

Figure 4.20 shows how the indexing

algorithm fits into the overall JPEG

decoding scheme. The algorithm can

be embedded into any JPEG

decoder; it is worth noting that stages

after quantisation need not be used to

generate the keys. The indexing

process is illustrated fully in figure

4.17. After indexing keys are

generated the original image is not used in the query process, this was used by the

bench system to index images found on the web. After processing, locally cached

images were erased and only their Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) were stored.

This structure allows the data storage systems to be completely isolated from the

indexing systems.

Experimental Results

The initial experiments carried out were used to determine the various operating 

parameters of the algorithms. The most critical parameters were the boundaries 

defined for the regions based on the angle to the centre of mass. Initially regions were 

set apart at 10° intervals (0°-10°, 10°-20° .. etc), but the results testing showed that 

certain regions (50°-60°) were receiving the majority of results.

30

25

20

15 

10-

Figure 4.22 Modified regions showing more even 
distribution

The regions representing 50° to 70° 

contained over 81% of the hits 

whereas 70° to 90° contained 

practically none (figure 4.21). Better 

results were obtained by adjusting 

the boundaries to pay more attention 

to the more frequent texture patterns 

and apply a coarser grouping to the 

less frequent angles. The regions 

were adjusted, set apart at intervals to

give more resolution to the 40° to 55° range. These ensured that all regions contained
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sufficient data to generate good quality indexing keys (see figure 4.22). Further 

research will explore the optimum number and the best distribution of these regions. It 

will also show that an even hit count per region is not critical as long as there is 

sufficient data to carry out the genetic operations. Analysis of the various image 

contents will show that the Centre of mass of the coefficients will always lie in a 

median range with few blocks hanging towards the extremes of 0° and 90°.

The 10,000+ image database used for experimentation contained a large number of 

images of various real-world objects and scenes. It was representative of the likely 

content to be found on any general purpose image database and the Internet.

Figure 4.23 Search by Example Output Result

Query images were selected at random, simulating the demands placed on the general- 

purpose image retrieval system. The scoring system involved the volunteer to rank the 

first five hits generated from the query image, with a score between 1 and 5 (5 a good 

match). These perceived relevancy results were then calculated as overall percentages 

for each of the decoding algorithms. The following equations summarise the process:

E r/) = iysm (H)

(15)
n
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(16)

where k is the number of images in the set, Sp is the score (between 1 and 5), Ep(i) is 

the average score for rank i for all images in the set. Fp is the average rank score 

expressed as a percentage (n is the maximum score allocated, i.e. 5 for [1-5] range), 

Tr is the average rank score for all participants, p is the index of each individual 

participant and x the total number of participants.

Comparisons were made with two other techniques, based on the partial 

decompression of DCT coefficients (armsOl). Each technique was tested in turn using 

the same query images using query by example. Figure 4.23 shows an example of a 

query image followed by an output of 10 results.

Table 4.11. Indexing operation costs per block (including decoding costs)

Method

Colour

Texture LBP

GA

Multiplications

388

520

133

Additions

580

1736

384

Table 4.12. Perceived relevance of first 5 hits

Algorithm

Colour

Texture

GA

Rank

1%

60

62

60

Rank

2%

53

80

80

Rank

3%

47

80

72

Rank

4%

50

72

70

Rank

5%

54

76

66
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4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, recent research work was described on the area of direct access of the 

visual content of JPEG compressed images without full decompression. While data 

compression has made a significant contribution to the digital revolution in computer 

science and telecommunications, efficient content access to those compressed images 

yet remains to be an important issue. This relates to many application areas such as 

information management, computer vision and information systems, since the 

majority of those image processing algorithms and feature extraction techniques are 

developed in the pixel domain.

The work has resulted in several image extraction algorithms for content analysis and 

search, which incurs different levels of image quality. Thus their application to image 

retrieval is task specific and incurs a trade-off between processing cost and visual 

quality. While Colour Algorithm 1 achieves the lowest computing cost and preserves 

the majority of the energy inside the image content, its quality of reconstructed 

images may not be suitable for manual browsing and exhaustive search. Therefore, a 

balance of quality and efficiency will be an important factor for the use of the 

proposed algorithms. For example, the adaptive and weighted methods maintained a 

high level of visual quality whereas the genetic method discarded most of the visual 

information.

The proposed genetic approach is also capable of indexing image data without any 

prior knowledge or training phase. The genetic algorithm successfully generates 

indexing keys with a single pass of the data, an important factor to achieve low 

computational complexity (table 4.11).

Compared to the nearest texture and colour based techniques, the retrieval results are 

almost identical at a lower processing cost (table 4.12). The performance of the 

retrieval system as a whole was good. Many suitable matches were found within the 

first twelve results returned. Flipped and rotated variations of scenes were also 

returned as the keys are rotationally invariant. These techniques can be used as a 

practical augmentation to current image databases or implemented fully as a complete 

standalone indexing system (brun99).
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In the future this method can be applied to domains as diverse as video 

communications and content monitoring. Almost any DCT based compression system 

can benefit from this method and the inclusion of relevance feedback (tian02) and 

advanced database technology will no doubt increase the performance greatly.

Summary Questions

Can existing pixel based techniques be improved? Yes, these techniques can 

significantly reduce the processing cost when using compressed images.

Do partial reconstructions contain enough data for accurate indexing and 

retrieval? Yes, they perform equally well as full reconstruction generated keys.

isIt is possible to index images directly in the compressed domain? Yes, it i 

possible using the non-stochastic techniques developed for vector compression.

Can these techniques of use in other areas? Yes, they can be used in a multitude of 

applications and devices. Security applications are of popular research interest.
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5. Security

This chapter discusses the various methods employed to facilitate image security, i.e. 

protection from unauthorised distribution and plagiarism. Popular methods are 

discussed and an alternative approach is suggested, which eliminates the storage of 

keys in easily removed headers and separate files. The other benefit is that these keys 

are encoded along with the image at almost no overhead.

5.1 Proposed Image Security System

This chapter describes a data hiding approach which embeds the indexing keys inside 

the JPEG compressed images for their retrieval, inspired by digital watermarking. At 

the stage of database population, the existing approach is to compress all images by 

standard JPEG in order to save their storage space, but ignores the compression of 

their indexing keys under the notion that the size of each indexing key is negligible. 

When a large image database is established, however, this part of storage space 

becomes non-trivial. By hiding the indexing keys inside the JPEG compressed codes, 

significant advantages are gained that the indexing keys can be compressed naturally 

by JPEG without any additional cost.

Introduction

Content-based image indexing and retrieval has attracted strong interests from a range 

of different research communities, including computer science, information systems, 

image processing and software engineering. While existing active research has 

produced a large number of such content-based image retrieval systems (falo94, 

pent94, zhan95, hamp97, smit96, ma97, mehr97), the major challenge comes from the 

fact the low-level feature extraction approaches fail to match the high-level content 

interpretation and understanding activities inside the human vision.

In most of the systems, such as QBIC, Candid, Acoi, Blobworld, Netra, MARS and 

WEBimager (see literature review), image content is primarily characterized by a set 

of attributes or features including colour, texture, shape etc. and image retrieval is 

performed by matching the features of the query with those inside the database via
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some certain distance measurement or statistics approaches (coxOO). The main 

problem, however, is that the users often do not interpret the content in terms of those 

low-level features (bran96). As a result, poor performances are encountered for most 

of these existing systems. This is particularly true for those semantic queries. On the 

other hand, as the rich content of multimedia tends to be increasing at an explosive 

speed, super large image databases or image libraries can be expected, and thus brings 

more challenges to the research community for efficient and effective content 

management and content access.

To this end, research efforts have now been introduced to carry out the image 

indexing and retrieval in compressed domain (armsOl, Iian99). This provides 

enormous advantages in storage savings, access speed improvement, and computing 

cost reduction. As the main direction of the existing research in this area focuses on 

compression of images, the efficient accommodation of the indexing keys is often 

ignored since it is widely envisaged that the indexing keys are small compared with 

the size of images. When millions of images are stored inside a database, however, the 

storage space for those indexing keys becomes significant, and hence any attempt for 

reducing their storage proves to be worthwhile.

This section describes recent efforts in addressing this issue by adopting a simple 

watermarking technique to hide the indexing key inside its corresponding JPEG 

compressed image, which is also compressed together with the image. 

Experimentation shows that not only significant savings on storage is achieved, but 

also a highly competitive quality of reconstructed images is maintained. As, expected 

database efficiency has to be weighed up with storage costs, retrieving the keys does 

pose an overhead. However, dynamic caching technologies can eliminate this problem 

(berm99, redd98).

Algorithm Design

Research on information hiding has been active in the area of data security and 

copyright protection, in which some messages are embedded inside digital products 

and contents for copyright notification, authentication and covert communication. The 

existing research on information hiding can be broadly classified into two major 

categories, one is carried out in spatial domain and the other is in transform-domain.
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While the purpose of information hiding in those areas is essentially for information 

security and protection, the intention is to pioneer some of those ideas to embed the 

indexing keys inside the JPEG compressed images and see if any storage space can be 

saved without compromising the image quality.

Texture extraction

DCT transform

Input image

Indexing key 
hiding

Figure 5.1 JPEG Augmentation for indexing key hiding

To design the indexing key hiding algorithm and carry out the feasibility study or test, 

the proposed content-based image indexing and retrieval system can be summarized 

in Figure 5.1. The system takes an original input image into the database and extracts 

a LBP-based texture key (berm99) for indexing this image before it is compressed by 

JPEG. This provides a platform for embedded information hiding, in which the host 

data can be taken as the DCT coefficients in JPEG compressed domain and the 

message is taken as the texture-based indexing key. The LBP texture analysis is 

essentially examining the intensity differences between each pixel and its surrounding 

eight pixels. Specifically, assuming that x is the pixel being examined, its surrounding 

pixels can be represented by yf (i = 0,1, ...7). Depending on whether the intensity of x is 

larger than or smaller than that of its surrounding pixel, one bit value can be specified 

by the following equation:

b.={ UfX - y> Vie [0,7] 
1 lO else

(1)

As a result, one byte, {b7 b6 ...b0 }, can be used to characterize the outcome of such 

examination, which also indicates the local texture around the pixel x. As this type of 

examination moves along the raster-scanning route inside the image, the texture 

feature can be extracted by simply counting the number of occasions where the same
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value of {b7 b6 ...b0 } occurs throughout the whole image. Consequently, a histogram 

can be constructed as follows:

-A X Y

Where ek represents the elements of the histogram, and rj stands for the counting 

operator, which records the number of times that {b7b6 ...b0 } - k has occurred.

This histogram gives us a total of 256 bytes as the texture-based indexing key for each 

image, which is also the message to be embedded inside the JPEG compressed codes. 

As visual perception is often sensitive to high details and the information hiding will 

inevitably introduce a certain level of distortion, the message hiding should preferably 

be carried out in those DCT coefficients that contain the most part of the energy. To 

minimize the distortion introduced to the JPEG compressed image quality, only four 

bits of information is inside the first four coefficients of each block along the zigzag 

scanning route. The resulting payload capacity indicates that a total of 512 blocks of 

DCT coefficients are required in order to embed the texture-based indexing key. 

Considering that most of images contain more than 512 blocks, this approach is 

feasible in practice. For example an 800 by 600 image contains 7500 blocks. 

Therefore, given the four-bit message, x = {x0 ,x^,x2 , x3 } and the DCT

coefficients {d0 , dl7 d2 ,d3 } , our information hiding can be described by the following 

procedure:

For (i=0 to 3)

{

If(d, is odd andxi=0) then d,=d,+l; (3)

else if(di is even andx,=l) then dj=dj+l;

For example to encode 00110101:
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Coefficient

64

32

23

15

57

18

4

19

Bit to Encode

0

0

1

1

0

1
0
1

Odd / Even

E

E

O

O

E

O

E

O

E

E

O

0

O

E

E

O

Output
64

32

23

15

58

19

4

19

The above example illustrates how little the encoded coefficients differ from the 

original values. The encoding process requires only a small addition to existing JPEG 

encoders.

This is essentially using those even DCT coefficients to represent bit O's and those 

odd DCT coefficients to represent bit 1's. Considering the fact that some DCT 

coefficients may coincidentally be even for those bit O's and odd for those bit 1's, it is 

expected that the impact of indexing key hiding upon the quality of reconstruction at 

the decoding end can be expected to be very small. To make the information hiding 

robust and survive the JPEG compression, the above operation given in (3) is carried 

out after quantization and before the entropy coding. Hence, the indexing key can be 

guaranteed to be recovered at the decoding end. At present, there is not any significant 

additional protection to those indexing keys, since the main purpose of the work is 

different in nature from those in digital watermarking. However, experimentation 

clearly shows that any re-encoding by JPEG will wipe out the indexing keys. In 

applications where sensitive information is included, extra efforts may be needed to 

add protection to those indexing keys such as RSA (galb02) encryption keys and 

advanced embedding techniques.

Watermark Extraction and Image Validation

Processed images are checked for copyright information during the JPEG decoding 

stage. It is important to note that a full JPEG IDCT need not be performed as the 

embedded data is located in only a few of the DCT coefficients, during this phase a
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low quality image or thumbnail can also be generated at virtually no cost. The routine 

operates as follows:

•while coefficients

{
resultfn] = isodd(coefficientfnj) (4)

n+ +

so, a set of coefficients with the following values:

64, 32, 23, 15, 58, 19,4,19 

results in the following values:

even, even, odd, odd, even, odd, even, odd 

and finally the code:

0011 0101

The incoming image is analysed during this partial decoding process and the indexing 

key can be retrieved. The ownership status of the image is determined by a database 

match of the site containing the image to the key stored. If an invalid user is found 

then it is likely that they do not have permission to use this media. If the indexing key 

is not present - as it might be if the image has become corrupted or purposefully 

filtered then the system can reprocess the image and generate a new indexing key. 

This indexing key can then be compared with those with the database. As similar 

images contain the same signatures, it can be calculated if the image bears a close 

resemblance to one in the database. The system uses the popular Minkowski distance 

measure to provides a bin by bin measure of dissimilarity:
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where dr is the distance over the region, a and b the differences for the region. It is 

useful for fast indexing key comparisons. It is worth noting that several distance 

measures exist to provide even better similarity matches, at an increase of 

computational expense. These include the 'Variational distance', 'Bhattacharyya 

distance' and 'Harmonic mean' (math75).

Experimental Results

In our experiments, the primary aim is to test the performance of the indexing key 

hiding rather than the precision of image retrieval. To this end, a small database of 

around 10,000 images in BMP format is established by subjecting each image to those 

processing stages specified in Figure 5.1. As JPEG compressors have variable quality 

settings and these settings can affect the resolution of the quantisation matrices used 

to compress the images, two representative settings are chosen; 70 and 100, to 

implement in the experiments, which covers the normal range most commonly used in 

practice. In principle, the major impact upon the information hiding by those settings 

is that the encoded watermarks are more visible for lower quality settings since those 

high frequency components are ignored. However, since the approach incurs very 

little change upon those DCT coefficients, further experiments also show that the 

reconstructed image quality remains good even at lower settings (Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.2 Original Boat image (left) and watermark encoded version (Quality 70)

Table 5.1 summarizes the experimental results on indexing key hiding for all the 

images inside our database, which are mainly illustrated in average figures. The 

results show that the watermarks are virtually indistinguishable, with excellent 

PSNRs. The watermark (256 bytes) cost is also very good, only 54 bytes and 18 bytes
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for quality settings of 70 and 100 respectively. This translates as a key compression of 

between 79% and 93%. As the storage cost for indexing keys is 2.5Mb for 10,000 

images, the savings achieved by the proposed approach are 1.975Mb and 2.325Mb for 

the two quality levels tested.

Table 5.1 Size (bytes) and Quality comparisons for watermark encoded JPEGs

Quality

70

100

PSNR (dB)

37.25

53.93

MSE

3.51

0.32

JPEG Size

4117.26

11802.74

Encoded Size

4171.35

11820.44

Difference

54.09

17.70

The great benefit of these techniques is that any image indexing technique can be 

used, as the watermarking process does not require the data in any particular format.

5.2 Conclusions

In this section, is described is an efficient approach to hide the indexing keys inside 

the JPEG compressed images via digital watermarking technology. This approach 

proves to have a number of advantages, which include: (a) storage space required for 

indexing keys is reduced to the region of 7%~21% of that required by uncompressed 

keys; (b) the quality of reconstruction at the decoding end remains almost unchanged; 

(c) the computing cost incurred is ignorable compared with the existing JPEG 

compression; (d) significant potential exists for more data hiding since only the four 

DCT coefficients are involved inside each block and the number of blocks is fixed at 

512 and (e) indexing data can be regenerated if keys are damaged or removed. 

Therefore, further research can be carried out to investigate the possibility of 

embedding more indexing keys as digital watermarks inside the compressed images.

It may seem that the data hiding approach could affect the efficiency since the 

indexing keys need to be recovered from the compressed codes. Considering the fact 

that: (a) the key hiding only involves the first four DCT coefficients of each block, (b) 

recovering the indexing keys only requires entropy decoding (no IDCT); and (c) even 

a partial decoding proves to be a negligible overhead in comparison with full 

decompression, the effect upon the indexing efficiency, if any, would be negligible. 

The experiments on embedding an indexing key show that: (a) no noticeable
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distortion is introduced in comparison with non-watermarked images; and (b) the key 

storage space required is reduced. This does not mean that large databases can 

eliminate the need for data caching and indexing tables, however it provides a simple 

means for users to manage their image collection in a manner that can be transparent. 

This is achieved by integrating the encoding process into the JPEG routines and the 

extraction process into the operating system's search routines, thus eliminating third 

part software and the need for index files.

Summary Questions

Are indexing keys unique to each image? Theoretically No, it may be possible to 

generate two identical indexing keys from different images. Practically - Yes, the 

chances of two images having identical keys are fantastically low!

Can indexing keys be inserted into JPEG images invisibly and efficiently? Yes, 

using the low-frequency coefficients the images retain a very close PSNR value to 

their originals. Generally, any picture with a PSNR over 30dB to the original looks 

identical. The inserted keys are compressed using JPEG's own Huffman coder! This 

means that the keys take up only a fraction of their original size - also they are not 

damaged as they are inserted after the DCT transform.

Is it possible to detect ownership of an image with a damaged watermark? Yes, it 

is possible by re-indexing the image using the proposed techniques and comparing the 

keys to an ownership database. If an owner is found, the watermark can be re-inserted 

and the owner contacted if necessary.

Can these techniques be of any practical use? Yes, they can be used in a multitude 

of applications such as plagiarism detection, tamper detection and copyright 

monitoring.
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6. Conclusions

6.1 Introduction

This thesis describes the motivations, underlying strategy and achievements of the 

PhD research. The overall goals that were reached are as follows, these are covered in 

detail further in this chapter:

• Analysis and development of Compression Techniques

o The generation of viable indexing keys from compressed data.

• Pixel Domain feature extraction

o The development of pixel based image indexing techniques that are 

compatible with current indexing systems.

• Compressed Domain feature extraction

o The development of backwardly compatible modifications to the most 

popular compression system (JPEG) for indexing and security.

• Image security and watermarking

o The development of a framework for image tracking and copyright 

enforcement

In addition to the main goals, secondary goals achieved are:

  Improving the performance of indexing algorithms so that they can be 

executed over a large dataset of images in real-time.

• Increasing the accuracy of the indexing keys so that they are capable of 

providing the user with the suitable results they desire.

• Development of methods that allowed the technologies to be applied to other 

domains, e.g. Watermarking and stenography.

• Integrating the work into a single usable platform, allowing for easier 

assessment of developed methods and to provide useful services.

• The evaluation of the real world potential of these technologies outside the 

specific areas they were developed, and how they can be used to solve existing 

problems.
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The comprehensive results, covering a number of important aspects of image indexing 

and retrieval in the compressed domain, provide strong indications that the work 

developed and its applications provide useful solutions to real world problems.

6.2 Background Summary

Previous work in this area is mainly focused on the extraction of features from the 

pixel domain. This includes techniques such as statistical measures of colour 

distributions (funt98), analysis of texels (yong97) and the segmentation and analysis 

of shapes (geveOO). Despite reasonable results (idri99) the techniques suffer a major 

drawback; they require image data to be in pixel format. This means that all 

compressed domain images, such as those stored in JPEG format, must be 

decompressed prior to use. Incidentally, the effect on retrieval accuracy caused by 

images stored in a lossy format has never satisfactorily been explored.

Research into the reduction of the computational costs associated with image 

indexing, and image processing in general, is popular among academics and industry. 

A simple, and little tried, method of achieving this is to reduce the amount of 

decompression on the input image before applying pixel based techniques. The JPEG 

compression scheme, unlike its counterparts (Huffman, run length etc), does make it 

possible to significantly reduce the processing costs for a lower quality reproduction. 

This allows well developed pixel based techniques (idri99) and image databases to 

have a significant speed increase for a simple programming modification (armsOS).

A popular research topic at the moment is security. This applies not only to the 

security of computer networks and transactions, but now, to the actual media content 

of documents. The WWW is a very convenient medium for plagiarism; almost all 

content that can be viewed can be easily copied, modified and redistributed. This 

becomes a problem when particular information is protected by copyright, especially 

if the copyright holder demands payment for its use. Solutions include various 

watermarking techniques, which are generally commercial and whose inner workings 

are kept secret. The problem with this is that it is up to the users to track and check for 

their content on the WWW and even more difficult, if not impossible to extract
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watermark data from printed material. A Hybrid solution is the key to solving this 

problem, if copyright data can be crossed linked to a robust indexing key it no longer 

requires that the information be embedded into the image. A watermark with the 

indexing key can be used to speed up this process.

Another popular area is the application of indexing techniques to video data. Digital 

video is now the premier medium for video data (tanOl), unfortunately like still 

images, scenes must be searched and categorised in much the same way. The major 

drawback in applying pixel based techniques to video is the massive overhead 

generated when dealing with 25 images per second. Fortunately, practically all 

consumer video devices (DV cameras, DVDs, VCD etc) use MPEG compression, the 

video counterpart of JPEG. This means that JPEG DCT techniques can also be 

applied to video with virtually no modification.

6.3 Analysis and development of Compression Techniques

A simple and efficient Genetic Algorithm technique was described and tested against 

its most similar counterpart, the competitive learning neural network for imaging as 

described by Jiang (Jian97). These techniques were tested against a number of 

publicly available test images to generate suitable codebooks which were then used to 

compress the images. There are several distinct benefits of using genetic algorithms to 

perform vector quantisation and these were apparent in the results.

The most important aspect of the proposed genetic approach was the design of the 

genetic operators, fitness, crossover and mutation. The design of the operators and the 

algorithm as a whole makes it suitable to solve a number of optimisation problems 

where large vectors have to be organised. It is possible to expand the system to 

operate within existing database systems to cluster multimedia data to improve 

throughput and caching (redd98).

Further research along this line is the integration of Genetic Algorithmic quantisation 

with a signal transform such as DCT or Wavelets. The quantisation of these signal 

coefficients will result in both high compression and high PSNR values. It must also 

be noted that imaging applications need not be limited to just compression: Chen, Sun
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and Chengh (Chen99) used similar technology to restore degraded images. 

Enhancement and content analysis are also areas where GAs may generate good 

results and allow for other developments to be possible (Chang91-92), such as real- 

time face recognition and image retrieval (ChiuOO).

6.4 Pixel Domain feature extraction

Three main techniques were described to improve computational costs when indexing 

JPEG images using traditional pixel-based techniques, Colourspace, Adaptive and 

Weighted. Each reduced considerably the overall processing costs by decoding only 

enough information as was necessary to create a suitable retrieval key. These apply to 

areas such as information management, computer vision and information systems, 

since the majority of those image processing algorithms and feature extraction 

techniques are developed in pixel domain.

A balance of quality and efficiency will be an important factor for the use of the 

proposed algorithms. While Colour Algorithm 1 achieves the lowest computing cost 

and preserves the majority of the energy inside the image content, its quality of 

reconstructed images may not be suitable for manual browsing and exhaustive search, 

whereas the adaptive and weighted methods maintained a high level of visual quality.

The proposed genetic approach is also capable of indexing image data without any 

prior knowledge or training phase. This builds onto the Genetic compressor proposed 

in the compression chapter, allowing the quantised codebook to serve as the indexing 

key.

These techniques can be used as a practical augmentation to current image databases 

or implemented fully as a complete standalone indexing system (berm99). These 

methods can be applied to domains as diverse as video communications and content 

monitoring as almost any DCT based compression systems can benefit from this 

method. The inclusion of relevance feedback (tian02) and advanced database 

technology will increase the performance greatly.
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6.5 Compressed Domain feature extraction

Two major partial decoding techniques along with two indexing technologies were 

developed to allow the generation of indexing keys entirely from the DCT domain, 

avoiding the reconstruction of pixel information completely.

The benefit of these systems is threefold, 1) No decompression is necessary, 

completely avoiding reconstruction computational costs. 2) Coefficients contain 

colour and texture information (automatically creating a composite key). 3) Neural 

Network and Genetic Algorithm approaches find complex patterns with relatively 

simple computational operations, thus making them suitable for simpler consumer 

devices (Digital Cameras, mobile phones etc).

The high retrieval accuracy coupled with the low computational costs of these 

algorithms make them extremely useful in a number of applications. They can be 

applied to the traditional database problems discussed earlier, but more importantly, 

they can be implemented on Consumer electronic devices which have limited 

hardware.

6.6 Image security and watermarking

The proposed watermarking and security systems helps address the problems 

witnessed in the imaging industry. The proliferation of images onto the WWW has 

created a simple and easy means of obtaining and the illegal reusing of copyright 

material. Using a hybrid approach, the proposed technique allows the cross-checking 

of image data with owner information in a fully automated means.

The image indexing techniques developed provided a powerful tool to 'fingerprint' 

images. As well as operating efficiently in the JPEG domain, these techniques proved 

to be robust enough to still provide reasonable accuracy when images were rotated, 

scaled and cropped - techniques often used to remove watermarks.
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6.7 Contribution to Knowledge

The scope of this research encompasses the fields of image compression, content 

based feature extraction and image security. The research detailed in this thesis has 

made the following contributions to knowledge in these fields:

Image Compression

The use of non-deterministic techniques to facilitate quantisation algorithms provides 

an alternative to the traditional search methods. The major problem with multi vector 

data is the difficulty in preserving desired features, especially when those features can 

not be succinctly described! For this reason it is the trend not to apply quantisation to 

complicated problems because either the search takes too long, or the problem is too 

complicated to model. The investigation using a Genetic Algorithm illustrated how 

results gained were superior to a similar Neural Network technique. Using the 

described algorithm any number of multi vector problems can be described within the 

same framework, providing a basis for new technologies and the improvement of 

existing ones. For example, it is very likely that in JPEG frequent patterns of 

coefficients occur, instead of storing these coefficients they could be looked-up from a 

codebook, improving compression dramatically.

CBIR

This research has led to a number of interesting discoveries in the area of content 

based image retrieval. The main focus of the proposed methods was to reduce the 

computational complexity of extracting content information. This original work 

describes a number of methods of improving existing pixel domain techniques using 

partial decompression. These techniques show remarkable retrieval accuracy despite 

using only a subset of the original data.

More advanced techniques were developed to facilitate image indexing entirely in the 

DCT compressed domain. Completely eliminating the need for any inverse DCT 

operations makes substantial savings, with the added benefit that the indexing keys 

created contained both colour and texture information. Again, these showed retrieval
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accuracy at least as good, if not better, than their pixel domain counterparts at only a 

fraction of the processing cost.

Image Security

Within the field of image security this research has led to the development of a means 

of copyrighting and managing copyrighted images. Images can have an encrypted 

version of their indexing key embedded into their content prior to publishing. This can 

be used to speed the indexing of the image. If the key is damaged the proposed 

indexing techniques can be used to reconstruct the key or 'fingerprint' which in turn 

can be checked with a copyright database. Providing this means of image watermark - 

regeneration makes this technique resilient to most disabling attacks that can be made 

to an image. These technologies can also be used in the detection of plagiarism.

6.8 Suggestions for Future Work

In terms of actual feature extraction the area of primary interest is the emerging JPEG 

2000 standard. This new standard attempts to encapsulate a lot more data about 

images within the format to facilitate easier retrieval and greater compression. The 

challenges are to apply retrieval and security features to the Wavelet system used to 

compress and store the images. However, until the standard is completed, research in 

this area could prove futile. Fortunately a path can be investigated before 

concentrating on the up-and-coming standards, the further development of the DCT 

techniques.

What has become apparent throughout this research process is that there is an 

enormous scope for further work in the areas of imaging systems and consumer 

electronics. This direction is the most appropriate as it focuses on the application side 

of the techniques and how they can be used to solve real world problems. The 

development of a general indexing system is difficult from first principals; however 

the solution of several problem areas may be combined to a unified technique. The 

key areas follow, illustrating where the techniques will provide useful functionality:

DVD Players and Digital Cameras
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The proposed indexing technologies can be implemented on these small consumer 

electronic devices.

One of the main benefits of DVD is that the video content can be accessed in a 

random manner, without having to forward or reverse through the whole video. This 

is because manufacturers of DVDs place indexing marks at scene changes, allowing 

the user to quickly locate the section they are looking for. Unfortunately if home users 

make their own DVD discs via their PC or DVD recorder they have to manually insert 

these scenes throughout the whole disc. The proposed indexing technologies, which 

work directly in DCT domain (compatible with DVDs and VCD), can be used to 

automatically detect scene changes and insert index points. They can detect these 

changes because the content of video scenes differ sufficiently causing a radically 

different indexing key. This feature can be embedded into future DVD recorders and 

PC software allowing users a more enjoyable viewing experience.

Digital cameras suffer from a similar problem. Users often end up with hundreds of 

images stored on digital media without any consistent indexing or structure. The 

inclusion of indexing technologies will allow images to be grouped according to their 

content. In this way pictures of landscapes, faces, day, night etc can be grouped and 

cross referenced automatically.

Another feature that could be added to digital cameras is the embedding on an 

indexing key at the time of taking the picture, once the media is transferred to another 

device, that device could use the key to arrange the image within its own database. 

This could be coupled with copyright information built into the camera to stamp each 

picture. That way the information could automatically be registered with a copyright 

server when the images are downloaded and the owner can be contacted if the image 

is being used in a non-authorised manner, such as duplicated or modified.

Library image search systems

A large number of publications are available online in digital format and large 

libraries are converting a lot of their works into digital microfiche format. This has 

expanded the content of databases such that more advanced search methods are
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required to quickly retrieve required information. The possibility of searching stored 

media content adds a new dimension to information retrieval. Not only can the actual 

media be retrieved, but the source for the media can be cross linked to the 

publications in which it features. For example, if a user wished to look for books on 

Roses, they could supply a rose image, and see which publications contain similar 

pictures.

Patient diagnosis and image storage

Modern hospitals are beginning to store all their imaging, X-rays, MRI etc, to digital 

format. This way records can be quickly retrieved from ward computer systems, thus 

removing the delays inherent in transporting records. Retrieving a patient's file does 

not pose a problem as all imaging is stored in their appropriate file, the benefit of the 

proposed systems lies in another area, that of patient diagnosis. These large 

repositories of imaging data and patient records can be used to diagnose illness in 

patients and search for medical trends. A large amount of information can be gathered 

from the text portion of the patient's data to make connections between illness and 

medical statistics such as age, weight and fitness. The ability to compare these 

findings to features extracted from the imaging data will allow medical staff to 

discover if any conditions can be diagnosed from future image analysis. Breast scans 

are used to detect cancer before any external physical properties are known, more 

screening techniques could be developed from the results found.

6.9 Final Remarks

Although research in this area is popular, a generally applicable technique that can 

correctly identify the contents of an image quickly and accurately has not yet been 

developed. Similar areas such as character recognition and speech synthesis have also 

reached a point where their development has slowed or stalled despite large research 

efforts. Undoubtedly the future will uncover a means of empowering computers with 

a general intelligence to which all pattern recognition problems can be solved with the 

same universal technique. When this happens computers will no longer be the 

cumbersome boxes kept at our desks, but unobtrusive, pervasive devices that will be 

present in all aspects of our lives.
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A Data Hiding Approach for Efficient Image Indexing

./. Jiang* and A. Armstrong**
*Department of Electronic Imaging & Media Communications, University of Bradford, UK 

**School of Computing, University of Glamorgan, UK

ABSTRACT: In this letter, we propose a data hiding approach to embed the indexing keys inside the 

JPEG compressed images for their retrieval, inspired from the spirit of digital watermarking. At the stage 

of database population, the existing approach is to compress all images by standard JPEG in order to save 

their storage space, but ignored the compression of their indexing keys under the notion that the size of 

each indexing key is negligible. When a large image database is established, however, this part of storage 

space becomes non-trivial By hiding the indexing keys inside the JPEG compressed codes, significant 

advantages are gained that the indexing keys can be compressed naturally by JPEG without any additional 

cost. Our experiments on hiding an indexing key of 256 bytes illustrate that: (a) no noticeable distortion is 

introduced in comparison with non-watermarked images; and (b) their storage space is reduced into the 

region of 7%~27% of their original size.

Indexing terms: Image indexing and retrieval, data hiding, and JPEG image compression;

Introduction: Content-based image indexing and retrieval has attracted strong interests from a range of 

different research communities, including computer science, information systems, image processing and 

software engineering. While existing active research has produced a large number of such content-based 

image retrieval systems [1-8], the major challenge comes from the fact the low-level feature extraction 

approaches fail to match the high-level content interpretation and understanding activities inside the 

human vision. In most of the systems, such as QBIC[1], Photobook[2], SWIM[3], Virage[4], 

Visualseek[5], Netra[6], MARS[7] and WEBimager[8], image content is primarily characterized by a set 

of attributes or features including color, texture, shape etc. and image retrieval is performed by matching 

the features of the query with those inside the database via some certain distance measurement or statistics
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approaches[91. The main problem, however, is that the users often do not interpret the content in terms of 

those low-level features. As a result, poor performances are encountered for most of these existing 

systems. This is particularly true for those semantic queries. On the other hand, as the rich content of 

multimedia tends to be increased at an explosive speed, super large image databases or image libraries can 

be expected, and thus brings more challenges to the research community for efficient and effective content 

management and content access. To this end, research efforts have now been introduced to carry out (he 

image indexing and retrieval in compressed domain! 10-11]. This provides enormous advantages in storage 

savings, accessing speed improvement, and computing cost reduction. As the main direction of the 

existing research in this area is focused on compression of images, efficient accommodation of those 

indexing keys are often ignored since it is widely envisaged that the indexing keys are small compared 

with the size of images When millions of images are stored inside a database, however, the storage space 

for those indexing keys becomes significant, and hence any attempt for reducing their storage proves to be 

worthwhile.

In mis letter, we describe our recent efforts in addressing this issue by adopting a simple watermarking 

technique to hide the indexing key inside its corresponding JPEG compressed image, which is also 

compressed together with the image. Our experiments show that not only significant savings on storage is 

achieved, but also a competitive quality of reconstructed images is maintained.

Algorithm Design: Research on information hiding has been active in the area of data security and 

copyright protection, in which some messages are embedded inside digital products and contents for 

copyright notification, authentication and covert communication. The existing research on information 

hiding can be broadly classified into two major categories, one is carried out in spatial domain and the 

other is in transform-domain. While the purpose of information hiding in those areas is essentially for 

information security and protection, we intend to pioneer some of those ideas to embed the indexing keys
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inside the JPEG compressed images and see if any storage space can be saved without compromising the 

image quality.

Input image

Figure 1: Overall system for indexing key hiding

To design the indexing key hiding algorithm and carry out the feasibility study or test, our content-based 

image indexing and retrieval system can be summarized in Figure 1, which mainly takes original input 

image into the database and extract a LBP-based texture key[13] for indexing this image before it is 

compressed by JPEG. This provides a platform for our information hiding, in which the host data can be 

taken as the DCT coefficients in JPEG compressed domain and the message is taken as the texture-based 

indexing tey. The LBP texture analysis is essentially examining the intensity differences between each 

pixel and its surrounding eight pixels. Specifically, assuming that x is the pixel being examined, its 

surrounding pixels can be represented by y, (i = 0, I, .. 7). Depending on whether the intensity of x is 

larger than or smaller than that of its surrounding pixel, one bit value can be specified by the following 

equation:

1 *"**•
0 else

(1)

As a result, one byte, {b7 b6 ...b0 }, can be used to characterize the outcome of such examination, which also 

indicates the local texture around the pixel x. As this type of examination moves along the raft-scanning
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route inside the image, the texture feature can be extracted by simply counting the number of occasions 

where the same value of {i7 66 ...fe0 } occurs throughout the whole image. Consequently, a histogram can be 

constructed as follows:

vte ,0,255]

Where et represents the elements of the histogram, and Tf stands for the counting operator, which records 

the number of times that {b7b6 .. J^} = k has occurred.

This histogram gives us a total of 256 bytes as the texture-based indexing key for each image, which is 

also the message to be embedded inside the JPEG compressed codes. As visual perception is often 

sensitive to high details and the information hiding will inevitably introduce a certain level of distortion, 

the message hiding should preferably be carried out in those DCT coefficients that contain the most part of 

the energy. To minimize the distortion introduced to the JPEG compressed image quality, we only hide 

four bits inside the first four coefficients of each block along the zig-zag scanning route. This works out 

that a total of 512 blocks of DCT coefficients are required in order to embed the texture-based indexing 

key. Considering most of images contain more than 512 blocks, this approach is feasible in practice. 

Therefore, given the four-bit message, x={xa, x,, x2, x^}, and the DCT coefficients {dc, dh d2, d3}, our 

information hiding can be described by the following procedure:

For (i=0 to 3){

If(d, is odd andx,=0)dl =d,^ 1; (3) 

Else if(d, is even anc/x,= l) d,=d,+l;
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This is essentially using fliose even DCT coefficients to represent bit O's and those odd DCT coefficients 

to represent bit 1's. Considering the fact that some DCT coefficients may coincidentally be even for those 

bit O's and odd for those bit 1's, it is expected that the impact of indexing key hiding upon the quality of 

reconstruction at the decoding end can be expected to be very small.

To make the information hiding robust and survive the JPEG compression, the above operation given in (3) 

is carried out after quantization and before the entropy coding. Hence, the indexing key can be guaranteed 

to be recovered at the decoding end. At present, we did not add any additional protection to those indexing 

keys, since the main purpose of the work is different in nature from those in digital watermarking. 

However, we did find out from our experiments that any re-encoding by JPEG could wipe out the 

indexing keys. In applications where sensitive information is included, extra efforts may be needed to add 

protection to those indexing keys such as RSA[12] encryption keys etc.

Experimental Results: In our experiments, the primary aim is to test the performance of the indexing key 

hiding rather than the precision of image retrieval. To this end, a small database of around 10,000 images 

in BMP format is established by subjecting each image to those processing stages specified in Figure 1. As 

JPEG compressors have variable quality settings and these settings can affect the resolution of the 

quantization matrices used to compress the images, we choose two representative settings, one is 70 and 

the other 100, to implement our experiments, which covers the normal range most commonly used in 

practice. In principle, the major impact upon the information hiding by those settings is that the encoded 

watermarks are more visible for lower quality settings since those high frequency components are ignored. 

However, since our approach incurs very little change upon those DCT coefficients, further experiments 

also show that the reconstructed image quality remains to be good even at lower settings.
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Table-1 Experimental Results Summary
Quality
setting

70
100

PSNR(dB)

37.25
53.93

MSB

3.50
0.52

JPEG encoded size
(bytes)

4171.26
11820.74

Watermark
encoded size

(bytes)
4171.35
11820.44

Difference in
bytes

54.09
17.70

Table-1 summarizes our experimental results on indexing key hiding for all the images inside our database, 

which are mainly illustrated in average figures.

The results show that the watermarks are virtually indistinguishable, with excellent PSNRs. The watermark 

(256 bytes) cost is also very good, only 54 bytes and 18 bytes for quality settings of 70 and 100 respectively. 

This translates as a key compression of between 79% and 93%. As the storage cost for indexing keys is 

2.5mb for 10,000 images, our savings achieved by the proposed approach are 1.975mb and 2.325mb for the 

two quality levels tested.

Conclusions: In this letter, we described an efficient approach to hide the indexing keys inside the JPEG 

compressed images via digital watermarking technology. This approach proves to have a number of 

advantages, which include: (a) storage space required for indexing keys is reduced to the region of 7%~21% 

of (hat required by uncompressed keys; (b) the quality of reconstruction at the decoding end remains almost 

unchanged; (c) the computing cost incurred is ignorable compared with the existing JPEG compression; (d) 

significant potential exists for more data hiding since only the four DCT coefficients are involved inside each 

block and the number of blocks K fixed at 512. Therefore, further research can be carried out to investigate 

the possibility of embedding more indexing keys as digital watermarks inside the compressed images.

It may seem that the data hiding approach could affect the efficiency since tie indexing keys need to be 

recovered from the compressed codes. Considering the fact that: (a) the key hiding only involves the first 

four DCT coefficients of each block, (b) recovering the indexing keys only requires entropy decoding (no 

IDCT); and (c) even a partial decoding proves to be a negligible overhead in comparison with full 

decompression[14], the effect upon the indexing efficiency, if any, would be negligible.
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Direct content access and extraction from JPEG compressed
images

J. Jiang *, A. Armstrong, G.C. Feng
School of Computing. University of Glamorgan. Lamwitt Road, Pmtypridd, Wales CF37 1DL, UK

Abstract

In this paper, we propose a novel design of content access and extraction algorithm for compressed image browsing and 
indexing, which is critical for all visual information systems. By analyzing the relationship between DCT coefficients of one 
block of 8 x 8 pixels and its four sub-blocks of 4 x 4 pixels, the proposed algorithm extract an approximated image with 
smaller size for indexing and content browsing without incurring full decompression. While the computing cost is significantly 
lower than full decompression, the approximated image also reserves the content features, which are sufficient for indexing 
and browsing as evidenced by our extensive experiments.

Keywords' Image indexing and retrieval in compressed domain; JPEG and visual information systems

1. Introduction

As millions of images are being created daily on the WEB 
and visual information accounts now for 70% of WEB con 
tent [1], image retrieval and content management becomes 
ever increasingly important across several subject areas in 
cluding computer science, information systems and image 
processing. Since image data size is substantially larger 
than traditional text-based information, data compression is 
called in to overcome the problem and reduce the file size 
into manageable one without damaging the quality of images 
for information delivery. As a result a series of international 
image compression standards have now been developed 
by world-wide organizations such as JPEG, MPEG etc. 
While image compression technology successfully resolves 
the problem of image file size and optimizes the use of 
digital storage in computers and networks, how to access 
the content of those compressed files efficiently becomes an 
emerging issue for further research, simply because no

* Corresponding author. Tel, 
1443-482-715.

E-mail address: jjiang@glaro.ac.iik (J. Jiang).

-1443-482-246; fax: +44-

considerati'on is ever made for efficient content access when 
all compression algorithms were being developed. Con 
sequently, to access the image content in its compressed 
format, decompression is necessary. Yet all image process 
ing and analysis algorithms are developed in pixel domain, 
in which images are assumed in their original format. This 
status presents the fact that there exists a gap between com 
pressed images and all those image processing techniques 
developed over many years. To bridge the gap, decom 
pression is the only approach at present. This problem has 
now been recognized by the data compression community 
and new international standards are being developed to do 
both content access and data compression. The most rep 
resentative standard is MPEG-7, which is currently under 
development. However, this would not help those old stan 
dards, which have now been used successfully world-wide. 
As an example, more than 95% images on the WEB are in 
JPEG compressed format. To access the content of those 
jpg files on the WEB, decompression is prerequisite.

On the other hand, visual information systems have now 
been developed into such a stage, that keyword-based con 
tent search is no longer sufficient and a new wave of re 
search is being carried out to search target images based on

0031-3203/02/S22.00 © 2002 Pattern Recognition Society. Published by EUevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved 

HI: 30031-3203(01)00217-5
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their content. That is, given an example image, one wishes 
to search for images with similar content, which could mean 
similar in color, similar in texture or similar with certain 
objects with some formulated shapes. Under this context, 
content-based search is carried out to construct some fea 
ture keys according to the query, and then all images inside 
the databases are examined by a measurement of distance 
between the query key and the indexing keys for the stored 
images. The first few images with the closest match between 
the feature keys are retrieved as the possible candidates. 
This is the major approach researched in the community 
of computer vision, image processing and pattern recogni 
tion. Other alternative features also exist depending on how 
the image content is interpreted by the end-users. In fact, 
this remains an unsolved problem since it is extremely hard 
to predict the user's intention on his content interpretation. 
Therefore, information retrieval from content-based image 
search is an extremely difficult problem, which is now under 
intensive investigation across several disciplines including 
software engineering, psychology and information systems. 
In the community of image processing, those low-level fea 
ture based approaches such as color, texture, shape etc. does 
provide effective content extraction for physical similarity, 
i.e., red color matched by red, rectangular shape matched by 
rectangular etc. In this sense, the content interpretation tends 
to be unambiguous, and ttius provide useful software tools 
for applications such as image editing, analysis and image 
publications etc. In addition, recent efforts in combining the 
low-level features with some type of high-level information 
proves to be useful towards information retrieval from the 
image content. Representative examples include relevance 
feedback [2,3], user intention prediction via Bayesian mod 
els [4], and semantic information extraction from low-level 
features [5] etc. On top of that, numerous semantic features 
can also be added to provide a wide range of choices for 
manual control and selection before any content-based re 
trieval is even attempted [6].

To bridge the gap between the compressed domain and 
the pixel domain, where majority of image processing algo 
rithms are developed, recent research is started to develop 
image analysis and content feature extraction algorithms di 
rectly from compressed domain [7-12], These include fea 
ture extraction in DCT (discrete cosine transforms) domain 
[7], wavelets domain [8,9] and other transform coefficients 
domain [10], All the attempts share one common feature 
that entropy decoding is still required before any feature ex 
traction is carried out. This is because the compressed file 
remains to be random codes and unrecognizable without en 
tropy decoding. Until more robust techniques are developed, 
the direct approach in compressed domain is premature due 
to the fact that feature extraction from transform coefficient 
domain are limited to only a few typical ones, such as tex 
ture, shape and color. Another drawback is that all those 
successful image processing algorithms cannotbe used since 
they are developed in pixel domain. To this end, we propose 
a new approach in this paper to extract an approximated

image rather than a few content features to address the same 
problem that image processing is developed in pixel do 
main, yet majority images are stored in compressed format. 
Our approach will also gam additional advantage that not 
only all existing mature image processing algorithms can 
be directly applied, but also users can be allowed to browse 
the images inside the database via the approximated images 
extracted. The rest of the paper is organized as such that 
Section 2 describes our proposed algorithm design, Section 
3 report our experiments in assessing the proposed tech 
niques benchmarked by existing pixel-domain approaches, 
and Section 4 gives concluding remarks.

2. Approximated image extraction in compressed 
domain

As more and more images are stored in JPEG compressed 
format, we limit our discussion and algorithm design to 
DCT-based JPEG compression standard, i.e., those image 
files with jpg extensions. By looking into the existing JPEG 
image compression standard, the main compression tech 
niques can be summarized as such mat images are decom 
posed into blocks of 8 x 8 pixels, and then blocks are trans 
formed into DCT domain where pixel energy is packed into 
the same number of DCT coefficients. After simple scale 
quantization, those quantized DCT coefficients are entropy 
coded by Huffman codes, which formulate the compressed 
image file. As both Huffman encoding and quantization is 
implemented in JPEG by simple table looking-up operations, 
the major computing cost for compression/decompression 
lies in the forward or inverse DCT transform. When mil 
lions of images need to be addressed in every single image 
retrieval, the computing cost required in decompression be 
comes a significant disadvantage, which prompted our re 
search in extracting approximated images for indexing and 
retrieval without full decompression.

Given a block of 8 x 8 pixels, B, as designed in JPEG, 
the 2-D DCT transform of this block B can be descnbed as 
follows:

B ( (2l2+x 1 8B") <K (%+x 18°'')- 0)

where

f l/\/2 k = 0 and k = u ot i>e[0,7]. 
c(*0 = ^

[ 1 otherwise

As « and u varies along the column and row direction in 
side [0,71, the DCT coefficients are obtained covering dif 
ferent frequency bands. When « = 0 and u = 0, however, the
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following DC coefficient is obtained from Eq. (1):

- 7 7

(2)

which is essentially related to the average pixel over all 64 
pixels inside the block. If we ignore all the remaining DCT 
coefficients, and reconstruct an image directly from all the 
DC coefficients given in Eq. (2) for all the blocks, an approx 
imated image can be extracted without involving full IDCT. 
Since we only have one pixel for each block of 8 x 8 pixels, 
the extracted image would be much smaller than its original, 
which can be calculated as 1:64. If we repeat the average 
pixel 8 times along both column and row directions, exactly 
the same size can be reconstructed for the approximated 
image.

From Eq, (2), it can be seen that this type of extraction 
only costs us 1 multiplication for each block, since pixel = 
(Cj(0,0)/8). Yet Mil IDCT will require 4032 additions and 
4096 multiplications for each block. In terms of computing 
cost only, this type of extraction would achieve significant 
savings over the full decompression. The main advantage, 
however, is that all mature image processing algorithms, 
which are developed in pixel domain, can be directly applied 
to extract content features and formulate indexing keys for 
image retrieval.

The remaining problem, however, is the quality of the 
approximated image. In other words, the quality of such 
extracted images may be questionable in preserving the 
content features and thus the retrieving accuracy may be 
affected negatively. Since the retrieving accuracy itself 
is controversial [6], we leave this problem to the next 
section where series of experiments are designed and car 
ried out to assess the approximated image extraction in 
terms of both quality measurement and image retrieval 
measurements. For the convenience of presentation, we 
name such direct extraction of approximated linages for 
indexing and retrieval the proposed Algorithm 1 in this 
paper.

To improve the quality of such approximated images, 
the proposed extraction algorithm can be further extended 
as such that the average pixel is extracted from smaller 
blocks such as 4 x 4 and 2x2 pixels. When the block 
size is reduced down to 1 x 1 pixel, obviously, the ap 
proximated image would be the same as the original im 
age or the fully decompressed image. To achieve this type 
of progressive image extraction, we need the DCT coeffi 
cients performed on block of 4 x 4 and block of 2 x 2 pix 
els. Since JPEG only compresses images in block of 8 x 8 
pixels, and our proposed image extraction algorithm is de 
signed in JPEG compressed domain, those DCT coefficients 
on block of 4 x 4 and 2x2 have to be obtained from the 
coefficients of 8 x 8 blocks, hi other words, given a JPEG 
compressed image, we need to work out the spatial rela 
tionship between the DCT coefficients of 8 x 8 and that of 
4x4.

As a matter of fact, each block of 8 x 8 pixels can be 
decomposed into four sub-blocks and each of them would 
contain 4x4 pixels. Therefore, the block B can be regarded 
as having 2x4 rows and 2x4 columns [13], which can be 
further represented as follows:

B =

1
^

I
.OO ,01 ,02 ,03 
^oo t>oo POO Ooo
.10 ,11 ,12 , 13 
^00 ^00 ^00 ^00

,20 ,21 ,22 ,23 
*00 "00 "00 "00

,10 ,11 ,32 ,33 
"00 "00 "00 "00 ,

,00 ,0 ,02 ,03 
*OL "0 "01 *01

,10 ,1 ,12 ,13 
"01 "0 P01 P01

,20 ,2 ,22 .23
&01 PO 001 P01

,30 .3 ,12 .33 
%! £>0 001 &01

,00 t'.O .02 vO \"10 *:o "10 b\
,10 tl 1 ,11 jl 
"lO ^10 *10 P]

,20 ,21 ,21 ,2 
"10 *10 *10 P]

,30 ,31 ,31 ,3
"10 "10 "10 P! i

,00 ,0 ,02 tO
°ll b \ °\\ b \
,10 ,1 ,12 ,1 
PI! *1 *U P!

.20 ,2 ,22 ,;On PI 611 PI
,30 ,3 ,32 *3
PII PI 0ii PI , /

, (3)

where B,lt i,j   (0,1] stands for the decomposed sub-block 
of B, and b", i,/e[0,3J the elements of each sub- 
block &,.

According to [13] and Eq. (1), the 8 x 8-point DCT of 
any biock, B =x(i, j ), can be regarded as to proj ect the block 
of pixels into a family of orthogonal basis functions:

2/ + 1
2x8

(4)

Similarly, the DCT of 4 x 4 pixels is the projection of its 
pixels into a family of orthogonal basis functions:

(5)

By using zero-padding technique, the basis function, bt (k,t), 
can be expanded to have 8 elements as follows:

2x4
when [f/4] = [k/4], 

otherwise
(6)

where Jfc, f e [0,7], t could be either i or j\ and [t/4] t [k/4] 
represents an integer division, in which only integral 
part of the quotient is kept and any fractional part is 
discarded-
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Since both k and t varies within [0, 7], they can be repre 
sented by:

/. Jiang a al. /Pattern Recognition 35 (2002) 2511-2519

7 7

/>,<?  [0,1|. 

Hence, Eq. (6) can be rearranged into:

(7)

- ——2x4
Let:

when p = a,*•
otherwise.

wher
(i',S,f,a'r [0,3]  e<

p,tf,d,«6[0,l].

1133

Since both *s(*.0 arid *s(*, 0 are the family of basis Func 
tions within [0,7], a linear relationship can be established Eq' (12) can be further a1 1^ mto: 
as given below:

(9)

The above equation can also be presented in a matrix form:

'Mo.tp
. *«(l,f)

[fe(*.01 =

X7.0/

= U][i^(/,0]

'o(0,0) a(0,l) ... o(0,7) 
«(1,0) o(l,l) ... o(l,

(13)

/). (14)

Considering Eqs. (8) and (11), we have;

(10)

where [jl] can be determined in advance since it only 
involves the basis function- 

In the following part, we will start from Eq. (1) and take 
advantage of Eq. (10) to represent the DCT coefficients of 
block B by the DCT coefficients of its four sub-blocks. In 
this way, we would be able to extract better quality image 
by using only DC coefficients of smaller blocks in JPEG 
domain without involving full decompression or IDCT.

Firstly, if we consider the sub-blocks of B (i.e. 4x4 
pixels) as given in Eq. (3), their DCT coefficients can be 
represented as follows:

<»>
On the other hand, by considering Eqs. (4) and (9), Eq. (1) 
can be rearranged into:

2x4

when p = d & q = e 

otherwise

when p — d&q — e

0 otherwise,
(15)

where & stands for the logic and operation.
Since i = p4 + ;', f   (0,3] and p e [0, 1] is essentially 

equivalent to: /mod 4 and i [0, 7], which can be applied 
to all variables including 7, /, and g, thus Eq. (14) can be 
rewritten as:

„, ,
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Table 1
Parameter matrix A for decomposition of 8 x 8 into 4x4

0.5
0
0
0
0.5
0
0
0

0.4531
0.2079

-0.0373
0.0114

-0.4531

0
0.5
0
0
0

0.2079 -0.5
0.0373
0.0114

0
0

-0.1591
0.3955
0.2566

-0.0488
0.1591
0.3955

-02566
-00488

x C|*(/ mod4, g mod 4)

Eq.

, 7
= i^Y^ot'(u, /)«'(»,

J-0 /-O

(/mod4,£imod4).

(16) can also be represented

9)CyV<][«/

in matrix

(16)

form, which is
given below:

[0
1 . / ^B *-*

(n, ^0] ^~   [& (^ /")!
*

» \
11 ) I"'^"'
* /

^)]T , (17)

0
0
05
0
U
0
05
0

Table 2
Parameter matrix

0.5
0
0.5
0

Table3
Parameter matrix

0,5
0.5

0.1063
-0.1762

0.3841
0.2452

-0.1063
-0.1762
-0.384]

0.2452

0
0
0
0,5
0
0
0

-0.5

A for decomposition of 4 x 4

04619
0.1913
0.4619
0.1913

0
0.5
0

-0.5

A for decomposition of 2 x 2

-0.0901
0.1389

-0.1877
0.4329
0.0901
0.1389
0.1877
0.4329

into 2x2

-0.1913
0.4619
0.1913
0.4619

into 1 x 1

0.5
-0.5

where [Ce(«, u)]> [«'("./)l,[«'(t>,/)] are all 8 x 8 square 
matrices, and each C" is a 4 x 4 square matrix. Since u, 
v, f, g are independent variables and they all vary within 
the same range, <z'(w, /) and a'(i>, g) can be represented by 
a single matrix [a] from Eq. (10). Therefore, Eq. (17) can 
be finally simplified as:

M T . (18)

Given a block of DCT coefficient by JPEG compressed im 
ages, the DCT coefficients of its sub-block can be obtained 
by rearranging Eq. (18) into the following:

(19)

where [a]" 1 and [of can be pre-calculated m advance 
since they are only related to the basis functions.

Table 1 lists all parameter values for [«]"'. Similar op 
erations can be carried out to obtain the DCT coefficients 
of 2 x 2 from blocks of 4 x 4, and eventually the DCT co 
efficients of 1x1 from blocks of 2x2. Their corresponding 
parameter matrix values are given in Tables 2 and 3, respec 
tively.

As a result, our proposed Algorithm 2 for direct content 
access to JPEG compressed images can be designed to have 
the following two steps:

Step 1: Given a Mock 0/8x8 DCT coefficients 
in JPEG compressed image file, calculate four DC

coefficients, cf(0, 0), c£'(0,0), c]°(0,0) andC l8\Q, 0) via 
Eg. (19) and Table 1;

Step 2: Directly take the four DC coefficients as pixels 
and display them as an image.

For higher image quality, another algorithm (Algorithm 3 ) 
can be designed by simply repeating the decomposing pro 
cedure to obtain DC coefficients for the next smaller blocks 
of 2 x 2 pixels. Since decomposition of 1 x 1 pixel block 
will produce a fully decompressed image, there is no need 
to carry on the design of our direct content access algorithm 
in JPEG compressed images that way.

The computing cost can be analysed from the algorithm 
design as such that the lowest cost is achieved by Algorithm 
1 since only one DC coefficient is needed for the image 
extraction, and higher cost has to be incurred as the block 
of 8 x 8 pixels is decomposed into smaller sub-blocks of 
4 x 4, or 2 x 2 pixels. Specific comparisons with the full 
decompression are shown in Table 4, from which it can be 
seen that the computing cost of all our proposed algorithms 
is significantly smaller than that of full decompression. 
Further, even all the computing cost added together for our 
proposed Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3, the 
computing cost is still significantly lower than that of full 
decompression. Therefore, when the entire population of the 
images inside a visual database has to be accessed, searched 
and compared, any one of our proposed algorithms in this 
paper will perform substantially better than the existing 
approach, which has to go through full decompression
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Table 4
Computing cost comparison between the proposed and the full

decompression

Techniques compared Number Number of Total 
of additions multiplications

Standard full decompression 4032

Algorithm- 1 0
Algorilhrn-2 320
Algorithio-3 3S8

4096
1

256
288

8128
1

576
Si 6

before any image analysis algorithm developed in pixel do 

main is performed Additional benefits can also be obtained 

for the proposed algorithms when users need to browse sig 

nificant number of images inside the database. In this case, 
our algorithms would not incur full decompression but allow 

users to identify the content features based on the extracted 
approximated images.

3. Experiment report and analysis

To assess the proposed algorithms, the fundamental ques 
tion to be asked is: would the extracted image be able to 
reserve the content feature and be good enough for image in 
dexing and content-based retrieval? Under this context, we 
design our experiments into two phases. The first phase is a 
comprehensive image quality evaluation by using the fully 
decompressed images as a benchmark. The second phase is 
to apply our proposed algorithms to do content-based im 
age indexing and retrieval on an image database of around 
10,000 images. Again, we use the fully decompressed image 
search as the benchmark to assess our experimental results. 
That is, we apply the same indexing technique to the same 
image database but fully decompressed to the same opera 
tion of image retrieval and then compare their retrieved tar 
gets, hi this way, we hope the experimental results could be 
sufficiently constructive and indicative of the performances 
of our proposed algorithms.

To measure the quality of our directly extracted im 
age, the best way is to use its fully decompressed coun 
terpart as a benchmark to calculate its PSNR (peak 
sijnal-to-noise-ratio) values. In order to provide an over 
all picture, we manually selected 10 image samples from 
various groups of images inside our test database, and then 
calculated theii PSNR values, to fact, our test image 
database is established via our ImageHunter, a WEB-based 
image search software developed at Glamorgan, which 
is downloadable from ' '"" " ">•)• 
With this software, all images in jpg file names on the 
WEB can be searched and URL can be kept as entries to 
establish an image database. Table 5 summarizes all the 
PSNR values for the 10 test images. From all the figures, 
me following observations can be made:

Tables
The PSNR values of 10 image samples extracted by the proposed

algorithms

No. of 
samples

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
Average

PSNR (dB) by 
Algorithm 1

25 98
27,32
19.71
21.81
22.20
19.66
24.47
22.84
19.65
21.74
22.54

PSNR (dB) by 
Algorithm 2

2849
30 77
2085
2337
24.86
22.59
27.37
25.96
22.56
24.70
25.15

PSNR (dB) by 
Algorithm 3

32,23
35.26
23.35
2564
28.90
27.40
31.54
29.76
27.03
28.87
29.00

« In terms of PSNR values, the image quality achieved by 

Algorithm 1 is 22.54 dB in average. In comparison with 
those figures for Algorithms 2 and 3, the average increase 

is only around 4 dB between different algorithms. This 
clearly suggests that the majority of image content have 

been preserved by the extracted image at the level of 
Algorithm 1. Therefore, from the cost-effective point of 
view, one has to be cautions when a decision is made 

about which algorithm is to be used to extract the image 
content for indexing and retrieval, since the increase of 

decibel in PSNR values is very limited;
  The PSNR values achieved by all algorithms vary among 

images. This could suggest that the selection of our con 
tent access and extraction algorithm could relate to what 
type of images are to be retrieved and what type of query 

image has been used. The general trend, from the analysis 
of the experiment, can be established as such that search 
on smaller details may require higher PSNR valued im 
ages, such as small object, shape and edges etc. Yet for 
other features such as color and texture, the Algorithm 
1 extracted image maybe sufficient Therefore, practical 
application of our proposed algorithms may require an 
adaptive mechanism to link the quality issue to the type 
of image content being searched.

While PSNR values indicate the mathematical differences 
between pixels of our extracted image and the fully decom 
pressed one, it often fails to reflect the sensitivity of different 
local regions in our human visual systems. In other words, 
the same value of difference may have different perceptional 
roles depending on their local surroundings. To this end, we 
also selected three popular image samples to illustrate a vi 

sual comparison and inspection of all those extracted images 
by our proposed algorithms. Specific details are presented 
in Fig. 1, where the quality of each extracted image can be 

visually inspected to see whether the content feature can be 
preserved or not.
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Fig. 1. Visual comparison of typical image samples, (a) Direcfly extracted images by Algorithm-1; (b) Directly extracted images by 

Algoritbnj-2; (c) Directly extracted images by Algorithm-3; (d) Fully decompressed images.

The second phase of our experiments involves applying 
our proposed techniques to some existing feature-based im 
age indexing and retrieval algorithms and evaluate how good 
they are in comparison with the same indexing techniques 
but based on flilly decompressed images. Without losing 
generality, we implemented one color-based indexing and 
retrieval algorithm to carry out our experiments. The color 
based indexing algorithm is drawn from the recent work 
by Gevers and Arnold [12]. Although a number of invari 
ant color keys are proposed in the reference, we select the 

space to construct the histogram and the key for

image search. Details are given as follows: 
R-G

{C«CsC6 } =

C,{RGB} = R + G 
R-B'R+'B (20)

where {RGB} represents the original image color space 
{red, green, blue}.
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Table 6
Test resulte for retrieving accuracy based on color keys

Techniques compared

Full IDCT
Algorithm- 1
Algorithrn-2
Algorithm-3

Rank-l(%)

70.00
60.00
51.43
67.14

Rsmk-2(%)

58.57
52.86
50.00
64.29

Rank-3(%)

55.71
47.14
48.57
62.86

Rank-4(%)

54.29
55.71
48.57
6143

Rank-5(ya )

47 14

60.00

To construct a histogram, the extracted image or the fully 
decompressed image is firstly converted into {Ct C,Cs } 
space, and then each direction d is divided mto four equal 
length sections k e [0,3]. By simply counting the number 
of times each color space occurs inside the sections, a 
histogram can be constructed as given below:

c c  > -4 C5 C6 ) - e *> n (C6 e t) )—————————

foundation for content-based image indexing and retrieval, 
yet the benefits obtained in terms of computing cost and 
processing speed is enormous since no full decompression 
is required. Considering the fact that images available on the 
WEB are already in compressed format and majority ofthem 
are not indexed, the proposed techniques will play important 
roles for any content management and visual information 
retrieval on the WEB.

(21)

where rj stands for the counting operation, and X x Y the 
size of the image.

Table 6 summarizes all the test results when the 
color-based indexing algorithm is applied to both the ex 
tracted images and the fully decompressed images. The 
experiments were carried out in the same spirit of psy- 
chophysical test [4]. For each query and retrieving process, 
percentage of perceived similarity is recorded to indicate 
the accuracy. The rank value simply indicates the position 
of each similar image being retrieved, i.e., rank-1 corre 
sponds to the first position in the ordered list. The following 
observations can be made from both our experiments and 
the figures illustrated in Table 6:

  The Algorithm 1 is capable of achieving close figures in 
comparison with that of full IDCT.

  Further complexity increase to Algorithm 2 does not seem 
to have any significant improvement over Algorithm 1. 
Rattier, the figures achieved among all ranks are actually 
lower than that of Algorithm 1. Further analysis of the 
histogram figures reveal that the results are relevant to the 
color indexing technique adopted. With Algorithm 1, due 
to thereducedresolution among each block, the histogram 
obtained has more centralized elements, which makes the 
retrieval more differentiable.

  Algorithm 3 is very close to the results achieved by full 
IDCT. In fact, except rank-1, the Algorithm 3 performs 
better than full IDCT rn terms of the relevancy figures. In 
specific experiments, we also notice some occasions mat 
Algorithm 3 retrieve images with higher similarity than 
that of full IDCT.

While image retrieval is highly dependent on features ex 
tracted, it can be concluded from our experiments that 
the proposed image extraction algorithms do provide solid

4. CoDclusions

hi this paper, we have described our recent research work 
in direct access of the visual content of JPEG compressed 
images without full decompression. While data compression 
has made significant contribution to the digital revolution in 
computer science and telecommunications, efficient content 
access to those compressed files remains to be an important 
issue. This relates to many application areas such as infor 
mation management, computer vision and information sys 
tems, since majority of those image processing algorithms 
and feature extraction techniques are developed in pixel 
domain. Our work has resulted in three image extraction 
algorithms for content analysis and search, which incurs 
different levels of image quality. Thus their application to 
image retrieval may have different impact and should be con 
sidered individually depending on the specific task. While 
Algorithm 1 achieves the lowest computing cost and pre 
serves the majority of the energy inside the image content, 
its quality of reconstructed images may not be suitable for 
manual browsing and exhaustive search. Therefore, a bal 
ance of quality and efficiency will be an important factor for 
the use of the proposed algorithms.
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ABSTRACT
The maintenance required on modem media databases to 
allow efficient indexing and retrieval is becoming an ever- 
increasing burden. An explosion in the content of the 
internet [I], the lowering in costs associated with imaging 
devices and the digital revolution have placedmuch higher 
requirements on the storage of graphics and video, both in 
commercial domains and at home. Fully automated 
indexing systems will be very desirable to manage and 
organise these large amounts of data. We tackle the 
problem of image indexing in the compressed domain 
using a Neural Network extraction technique together with 
a DCT domain watermark. This approach allows the 
indexing of tie image entirely in the DCT domain, thus 
benefits from substantial computational savings. Coupled 
with DCT based watermarking, the technique allows for 
the real-time embedding of indexing data in popular image 
(JPEO) and video (MPEO) formats. Such a low-cost 
combination (both in processing and key storage) makes 
the method highly suitable for the use in portable imaging 
devices such as digital cameras were it would be highly 
desirable to have some means of indexing the images they 
have stored.

1. INTRODUCTION
Various systems have already been proposed which work 
in pixel domain - directly on original uncompressed 
images [2]. However, unlike the proposed method, their 
processing cost is both substantial and time consuming, 
rendering them of little use on portable devices. Problems 
exist in using the DCT coefficients to create keys as little 
information [3, 4] about the pixel values they represent can 
be extracted without a Iransform. To solve this problem we 
needed some mechanism which could recognise patterns in 
the data and record them in an efficient key. The nature of 
the Neural Network to process stochastic data makes it an 
ideal technology to solve this problem. Neural Networks 
use simple processing structures that operate in together to 
reach an outcome, often they require the use of a learning 
phase to tram the network prior to its use.

2. TECHNIQUE
As in all Neural Networks, the competitive learning 
network contains neurones, interconnections and weights. 
The competitive learning network designed for indexing 
consists of two layers, the input and output This particular 
design contains no interconnections to maximise

calculation speed. This partially connected network runs 
un-supervised, automatically training itself as it works on 
the image data. The network operates on each 8 by 8 (64) 
DCT coefficient block in turn. Once an image is processed 
the structure of the network contains sufficient information 
to produce an indexing key.

Each of the 64-neurone outputs is compared to the input 
values and its score stored. This is a distance calculation 
which measures the closeness of the output value to the 
input value. The winner of the competition is the neurone 
that has the smallest difference, i.e. bears the closest 
resemblance to the input node. The winning node is then 
used by the learning routine to update the network. Three 
operations occur, the output node update, weight update 
and adaptive learning.

The output update calculation is a simple multiplication of 
the input node value and the weight on the node. It must be 
noted that only the winning output node retains the 
weighted value, all the others remain unchanged. This way 
only the most important features are recorded The 
successful node is rewarded by the update of its weighting 
value. This is performed via a scaling or learning rate. The 
learning rate controls how quickly or slowly the network 
responds to change. The operation for this adjustment is 
outlined below:

x=b, V,; = 1 (1)

where x is the new weight value, b the original weight, a 
the input value and s a scaling value (or learning rate) The 
learning value is initially set to 0.01 (1%), however this 
arbitrary figure is soon modified automatically The 
network was designed to eliminate the need for user 
defined parameters This would let the network adjust itself 
in an attempt to increase its performance.

To ensure that the network responds dynamically to the 
input data an adaptive learning routine is used. This routine 
is analogous to the effects of learning on an organic 
neurone. The more times the neurone outputs correct 
results, the lower its learning rate needs to be. As the 
network learns and becomes more accurate the learning 
rate is decreased so that the jumps are small and the 
neurone has a higher chance of reaching the global 
minima. This can be seen as a memory function to prevent
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the network moving away from good results. This adaptive 
learning rate or memory function is performed by 
measuring me input layer value with the output layer 
value. This percentage difference is then used to adjust the 
individual learning rate on the node. The percentage is 
classified into one of four ranges, and the rate is modified 
by a fixed step. The benefit of having an individual 
neurone learning rates is that each neurone can respond 
quickly to the data they receive and not affect the learning 
of the other neurones (outside the influence of the 
competitive learning). This increases the consistency of the 
results of the network by reducing etror caused by having 
too many parameters.

The neural networks parameters, such as learning rates and 
weights are stored. Thus keys are produced using the 
learning structure developed by the network rather than its 
outputs. This key can be generated during the JPEG 
encoding stage: mis allows them to be embedded in a 
single pass. The watermark used is based on the odd / even 
encoding of the DCT coefficients. This allows us to store a 
substantial amount of data, virtually invisibly within the 
DCT coefficient blocks. To achieve this, the watermark is 
added after quantisation. This way the watermaric can be 
extracted after the Huffman stage with a suitable decoder, 
the modification bears tittle effect on the image quality and 
is compatible with all existing JPEG decoders.

3. EXPERIMENTS
10,000 images were processed using the proposed method 
and their keys encoded using a repeating key storing 8 bits 
of payload per 64 coefficient block. The storage of this 
payload of information costs only an increase in file size of 
about 2% whilst maintaining a respectable PSNR of 373 
dB. At a higher encoding quality the PSNR increases to 
33.9 dB with a file size increase of about 0.2 %. Of course 
the watermark need not be repeated, the encoding of only a 
single set of indexing keys leaves the image virtually 
identical to the original in terms of PSNR and file size.

4. CONCLUSION
The results (Table 1-4) show that the keys generated from 
the proposed Neural Network method produce results (Fig 
1) that were identical or very similar to the keys generated 
from the partially decompressed images produced by 
comparable techniques [5], The performance savings are 
significant on encoding and keys are stored in an efficient 
compressed manner.
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